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Abstract: Quintessential inflation provides a unified description of inflation and dark energy in terms
of a single scalar degree of freedom, the cosmon. We present here a comprehensive overview of this
appealing paradigm, highlighting its key ingredients and keeping a reasonable and homogeneous
level of details. After summarizing the cosmological evolution in a simple canonical case, we discuss
how quintessential inflation can be embedded in a more general scalar-tensor formulation and its
relation to variable gravity scenarios. Particular emphasis is placed on the role played by symmetries.
In particular, we discuss the evolution of the cosmon field in terms of ultraviolet and infrared fixed
points potentially appearing in quantum gravity formulations and leading to the emergence of scale
invariance in the early and late Universe. The second part of the review is devoted to the exploration
of the phenomenological consequences of the paradigm. First, we discuss how direct couplings of
the cosmon field to matter may affect neutrinos masses and primordial structure formation. Second,
we describe how Ricci-mediated couplings to spectator fields can trigger the spontaneous symmetry
breaking of internal symmetries such as, but not limited to, global U(1) or Z2 symmetries, and affect a
large variety of physical processes in the early Universe.
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1. Introduction

“Once upon a time the Universe sped up, out of emptiness. Then, there was something all over
the place. Lucky we were that it dawdled to hasten again, so we can be here to observe”.

The current best-fitting picture of the statistical properties of the Universe, from
horizon scales (15,000 Mpc) to typical galactic separations (1 Mpc), is the so-called Λ
Cold Dark Matter scenario (ΛCDM). This 6-parameter model assumes the Universe to be
composed of photons, neutrinos, ordinary matter and a non-relativistic or cold dark matter
(CDM) component with gravitational interactions only. On top of that, it presumes the
existence of two accelerated expansion eras taking place in the very early and the very late
Universe: Inflation and Dark Energy.

1. Inflation: This epoch provides a natural solution to the shortcomings of the hot Big
Bang (hBB) model, being able to generate, without finetunings, a flat, homogeneous
and isotropic Universe while removing unwanted relics such as monopoles or other
topological defects. More importantly, it provides a causal mechanism for the gen-
eration of the primordial density perturbations seeding structure formation. These
fluctuations are unavoidably created out of the quantum vacuum and stretched out
to superhorizon scales, where they become classical. In the simplest realizations,
they are also adiabatic, Gaussian and display a nearly scale-invariant spectrum at
all observable scales. On top of that, they remain frozen outside the horizon until
they reenter it again long after the end of inflation. When doing so, they generate
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the coherent set of oscillations we observe in the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) and seed the large-scale distribution of matter and galaxies in the Universe.
Interestingly enough, the results of three decades of observations are remarkably
consistent with the simplest incarnation of the inflationary paradigm: a canonical
scalar field slowly rolling in a featureless potential and eventually approaching a
global minimum, where oscillations are effectively damped by the quanta production
of the fields coupled to it.
Beyond temperature and density fluctuations, inflation predicts a so-far unobserved
background of tensor perturbations displaying also a quasi scale-invariant spectrum.
The main signature of this stochastic gravitational wave background is a curl-like
pattern in the CMB polarization. These B-modes are the target of several ongoing
and forthcoming initiatives, ranging from ground-based experiments to stratospheric
balloons and space missions [1]. Its detection would constitute the first test of the
quantum nature of spacetime, while providing an indirect window to fundamental
physics all the way up to the unification scale.

2. Dark energy: The discovery in the late 90’s of the current accelerated expansion of the
Universe revolutionized modern cosmology [2,3]. Since then, this result has been indi-
rectly confirmed, among others, by CMB observations [4,5] and large scale structure
surveys [6–8]. In the context of General Relativity, the simplest mathematical explana-
tion is a non-vanishing cosmological constant Λ leading to a time-independent energy
density of order ρΛ ' (1 meV)4. The inclusion of this everlasting component in a Uni-
verse where all other matter species redshift with expansion raises immediately two
naturalness issues: (i) why is the cosmological constant so small as compared to all particle
physics scales? and (ii) why did it start dominating precisely now? The lack of satisfactory
answers to these questions has motivated a plethora of alternative explanations to
the present accelerated expansion of the Universe, usually coined under the generic
name of dark energy models. Many of these proposals involve a time-dependent
(non-homogeneous) scalar field with an evolving equation of state different from that
of baryons, neutrinos, dark matter, or radiation. This fifth or quintessential entity
is generically designed to mimic, with sufficient accuracy, a de Sitter-like behaviour
at the present cosmological epoch, in full analogy with the inflationary stage but
at an energy scale many orders of magnitude lower. Interestingly enough, some
quintessence scenarios involve appealing scaling solutions in which the dark energy
density remains comparable to the dominant radiation and matter components for
an extended period of time, eventually jumping out of this behaviour to drive the
late-time acceleration. Provided that the event triggering this transition does not
involve any additional tuning of times or scales, this alleviates the aforementioned

“why now" problem.

Since inflation and quintessence typically require a beyond the Standard Model field
to drive an almost de Sitter stage, it seems natural to seek for the unification of these two
stages into a common framework, potentially based on an underlying symmetry principle.
This is the main idea behind the so-called Quintessential inflation paradigm, where the
inflaton and dark energy fields are identified as a single scalar component customarily
dubbed cosmon [9]. This approach reduces the required number of degrees of freedom by
one, with the further advantage of eliminating the problem of setting the initial conditions
for the quintessence field, which are now determined by the standard inflationary attractor.
When written in terms of a canonical scalar field, these scenarios involve a potential of
runaway-type with two flat or slow-roll regions connected by a steep transition spanning
more than hundred orders of magnitude. This large hierarchy of scales can be imposed
by hand or follow naturally from some underlying principle, as happen for instance in
quantum chromodynamics, where the existence of an ultraviolet (UV) fixed point makes
the infrared (IR) confinement scale exponentially smaller than the UV cutoff of the theory.
At the phenomenological level, the steep transition leads generically to an intermediate
cosmological epoch in which the energy density of the Universe is dominated by the kinetic
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energy density of the cosmon field. During this period, the global equation of state of the
Universe approaches unity and the total energy density decreases as the sixth power of
the scale factor. This peculiar scaling might allow to discriminate quintessential inflation
scenarios from standard oscillatory models. In fact, as we will discuss in detail in this
review, there are several interesting phenomenological consequences associated to it. First,
the fast dilution of the cosmon energy density implies that any other form of matter will
eventually dominate the background evolution. This amplification effect has advantages
and drawbacks. On the one hand, it allows to recover the standard hBB picture even if
the cosmon field is only mildly depleted after inflation. On the other hand, it induces a
substantial growth of any stochastic background of primordial gravitational waves at the
corresponding scales, leading to potential violations of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)
constraints in scenarios involving very extended periods of kination.

Aim and spirit of this review: To make quantitative predictions within the quintessen-
tial inflation paradigm one can follow two major strategies: perform case-by-case studies
involving specific choices of the cosmon potential or follow a first-principles observational-
oriented approach. The first point of view has been widely explored in the literature [10,11],
from the early works of Refs. [12–18] to the most recent developments [19–27]. In this
review, we will follow the second approach, trying to connect the behavior of the cos-
mon field to a minimum of quantities and principles. In particular, we aim to provide an
overview of quintessential inflation for a wide audience, including both cosmologists and
particle physicists. To cope with this goal, we have focused on the generic ingredients of the
paradigm, keeping a reasonable and homogeneous level of details throughout the whole
manuscript and intentionally avoided the exhaustive description of the myriad of models in
the literature. Overall, this approach brings clarity at the expense of disguising the technical
complexity of the issues we discuss, for which we refer the reader to Refs. [10,11]. For the
sake of concreteness, we also exclude from this review a number of theoretical topics, such
as warm quintessential inflation [28], curvaton-inspired scenarios [29], higher-dimensional
settings [30] and non-Riemannian approaches related to scale symmetry [31,32].

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview the cosmological history
of a canonically normalized cosmon field minimally coupled to gravity. After discussing
the generalities of the inflationary stage in Section 2.1, we concentrate in Section 2.2 on the
unusual kinetic dominated era, presenting the constraints on its duration imposed by BBN.
Special attention is then given to the unconventional heating stage, which we describe in
detail in Section 2.3, leaving for Section 2.4 the discussion of the standard hBB evolution and
the onset of scalar domination at late times. The embedding of quintessential inflation in a
more general variable gravity framework is presented in Section 3, where we summarize
the alternative representations and equivalence classes in the literature. Section 4 discusses
the potential association of quintessential inflation with the emergence of scale symmetry in
the vicinity UV and IR fixed points, presenting the conditions for the absence of fifth-forces
and the temporal non-variation of the Standard Model coupling constants. The last part
of the review, Section 5, presents an extensive discussion of the expected phenomenology
in the presence of interactions with a potential beyond the Standard Model sector. In
particular, Section 5.1 describes the coupled quintessence paradigm and its applications in
the context of growing neutrino quintessence and primordial structure formation, while
Section 5.2 discusses the impact of non-minimal gravitational interactions and their effects
on (re)heating, gravitational waves’ production and baryogenesis. Finally, in Section 6, we
comment on the challenges and open avenues in this field of research.

Notation and conventions. We will work in natural units (c = 1 and h̄ = 1) and use a
mostly plus signature for the metric (−,+,+,+).
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2. Cosmological Evolution

In its simplest form, quintessential inflation can be formulated in terms of a canonically-
normalized scalar field minimally coupled to gravity. The corresponding action takes
the form

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
M2

P
2

R− 1
2
(∂φ)2 −V(φ)

]
+ SI(gµν, φ, χ, Aµ, ψ) , (1)

with MP = (8πG)−1/2 = 2.44× 1018 GeV the reduced Planck mass, R the Ricci scalar
and (∂φ)2 a short hand notation for the kinetic term gµν∂µφ ∂νφ, with gµν the metric and
g = det (gµν) the metric determinant. The cosmon potential V(φ) is assumed to be of a
runaway form and, as in any other dark energy-related models, it cannot innately explain
why the observed cosmological constant is so negligibly small, making necessary the
implementation of a symmetry principle or cancellation mechanism in order to explain its
value. For the purposes of this review, we will simply assume that the cosmon potential
vanishes asymptotically at large, positive field values, V(φ→ ∞)→ 0, albeit presenting
in Section 4 several arguments supporting this assumption. Finally, the action SI encodes
the interactions of the cosmon field with scalar (χ), fermion (ψ) and vector (Aµ) degrees of
freedom in the Standard Model sector and beyond.

On a flat Friedman-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe with diagonal metric
gµν = diag(−1, a2(t)δij) and scale factor a(t), the Friedman and Klein-Gordon equations
following from the variation of the action (1) with respect to gµν and φ can be written as

H2 = 1
3M2

P
∑i ρi , Ḣ = − 1

2M2
P

∑i(ρi + pi) ,

φ̈ + 3Hφ̇− a−2∇2φ + V,φ = Q(φ, χ, Aµ, ψ) ,
(2)

with the sum running over the cosmon field and all matter species in SI and the Q term
accounting for the potential interactions among these components. Here H ≡ ȧ/a is the
Hubble expansion rate, the dots denote derivatives with respect to the coordinate time t, ρi
and pi stand for the energy densities and pressures of each component in S and the subscript
φ indicates a derivative with respect to the cosmon field. Assuming the contribution of
all matter fields in SI to be or become subdominant at very early and very late times, the
dynamics of the system of equations in (2) becomes controlled by the energy density and
pressure of the cosmon field at those epochs,

ρφ =
1
2

φ̇2 +
1

2a2 |∇φ|2 + V , and pφ =
1
2

φ̇2 − 1
6a2 |∇φ|2 −V , (3)

or equivalently by its energy density and the equation-of-state parameter

wφ ≡
pφ

ρφ
. (4)

For a homogeneous scalar field, the latest quantity interpolates between a de Sitter
value wφ ' −1 for potential domination, V � φ̇2, and a stiff value wφ ' +1 for kinetic
domination, φ̇2 � V. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 1, the presence in the cosmon potential
of two flat or slow-roll regions connected by a steep transition is a priori sufficient to
generate two periods of exponential expansion at very different energy scales separated by
a stage of kinetic domination. Of course, the wealth of available observational data ranging
from CMB observations [4,33] to BBN constraints [34] places several requirements in this
model building process [22,35–37]. For instance, a phenomenologically successful scenario
should be able to generate the correct amplitude and tilt for the primordial power spectrum
of density fluctuations, as well as to incorporate a stage of relativistic particle production
giving rise to the onset of the hBB era. On top of that, this ambitious program requires the
cosmon field to remain quiet and energetically subdominant for an extended period of time
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after particle creation, such that the standard radiation and matter dominated epochs have
the sufficient duration. Eventually, the cosmon field must also exit its quiescence and start
behaving as a quintessence component able to support the present accelerated expansion
of the Universe, as depicted in Figures 2 and 3. In what follows, we will provide a quick
overview of the full cosmological evolution in this type of scenarios, going through the
various stages with a minimum amount of details and referring to the extensive literature
for more comprehensive analyses.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the quintessential inflation potential in canonically-normalized
scenarios. The presence of two flat or slow-roll regions connected by a steep transition is a priori
sufficient to generate two periods of exponential expansion separated by a stage of kinetic domination.
Provided a sufficiently efficient creation of particles at the end of inflation, this setting allows also for
the standard hot big bang evolution (radiation and matter domination).

Figure 2. Cosmological evolution of the background equation of state in quintessential inflation
scenarios. The lack of a potential minimum translates generically into the appearance of a kinetic
dominated era immediately after the end of inflation (w ' −1), during which the global equation
of state parameter is stiff (w ' 1). This unusual expansion history extends till the onset of radiation
(w = 1/3) and matter domination (w = 0), where the cosmon field remains energetically subdominant.
Eventually, it starts dominating again, giving rise to the current accelerated expansion of the Universe
(w→ −1).
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<latexit sha1_base64="Y3QGIzbaNb1WPw4r6JPDNh9imjg=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARvFh2paDHohePFewHdNeSTdM2NNksSVaoS3+JFw+KePWnePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyWcaeN5305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3dsvuweHLS1TRWiTSC5VJ8KachbTpmGG006iKBYRp+1ofDPz249UaSbjezNJaCjwMGYDRrCxUs8tB2okA80Ewg/ZeW3acyte1ZsDrRI/JxXI0ei5X0FfklTQ2BCOte76XmLCDCvDCKfTUpBqmmAyxkPatTTGguowmx8+RadW6aOBVLZig+bq74kMC60nIrKdApuRXvZm4n9eNzWDqzBjcZIaGpPFokHKkZFolgLqM0WJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjM2qZEPwl19eJa2Lqu9V/btapX6dx1GEYziBM/DhEupwCw1oAoEUnuEV3pwn58V5dz4WrQUnnzmCP3A+fwAvYpLD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Amq/fJ0XwfMwfSQybaItKZfxbkY=">AAACHXicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+OurSTbAIbiwzUtBl0Y1LBfuAdiyZNNOGJpMhyQhl6Je4cOOvuBFx4Ub8G9N2Ftq68EDgcM653NwTJpxp43lfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2S27e/tNLVNFaINILlU7xJpyFtOGYYbTdqIoFiGnrXB0NfVbD1RpJuM7M05oIPAgZhEj2Fip55a7aii7mgmE77PT2qTnVryqNwNaJn5OKpDjf/Ge+9HtS5IKGhvCsdYd30tMkGFlGOF0UuqmmiaYjPCAdiyNsaA6yGbXTdCxVfooksq+2KCZ+nMiw0LrsQhtUmAz1IveVPzL66QmuggyFiepoTGZL4pSjoxE06pQnylKDB9bgoli9q+IDLHCxNhCS/Z0f/HQZdI8q/pe1b+tVeqXeWdFOIQjOAEfzqEO13ADDSCQwiM8w6vz5Lw4b877PFpw8pkD+AXn8xtXIZo8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Amq/fJ0XwfMwfSQybaItKZfxbkY=">AAACHXicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+OurSTbAIbiwzUtBl0Y1LBfuAdiyZNNOGJpMhyQhl6Je4cOOvuBFx4Ub8G9N2Ftq68EDgcM653NwTJpxp43lfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2S27e/tNLVNFaINILlU7xJpyFtOGYYbTdqIoFiGnrXB0NfVbD1RpJuM7M05oIPAgZhEj2Fip55a7aii7mgmE77PT2qTnVryqNwNaJn5OKpDjf/Ge+9HtS5IKGhvCsdYd30tMkGFlGOF0UuqmmiaYjPCAdiyNsaA6yGbXTdCxVfooksq+2KCZ+nMiw0LrsQhtUmAz1IveVPzL66QmuggyFiepoTGZL4pSjoxE06pQnylKDB9bgoli9q+IDLHCxNhCS/Z0f/HQZdI8q/pe1b+tVeqXeWdFOIQjOAEfzqEO13ADDSCQwiM8w6vz5Lw4b877PFpw8pkD+AXn8xtXIZo8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Amq/fJ0XwfMwfSQybaItKZfxbkY=">AAACHXicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+OurSTbAIbiwzUtBl0Y1LBfuAdiyZNNOGJpMhyQhl6Je4cOOvuBFx4Ub8G9N2Ftq68EDgcM653NwTJpxp43lfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2S27e/tNLVNFaINILlU7xJpyFtOGYYbTdqIoFiGnrXB0NfVbD1RpJuM7M05oIPAgZhEj2Fip55a7aii7mgmE77PT2qTnVryqNwNaJn5OKpDjf/Ge+9HtS5IKGhvCsdYd30tMkGFlGOF0UuqmmiaYjPCAdiyNsaA6yGbXTdCxVfooksq+2KCZ+nMiw0LrsQhtUmAz1IveVPzL66QmuggyFiepoTGZL4pSjoxE06pQnylKDB9bgoli9q+IDLHCxNhCS/Z0f/HQZdI8q/pe1b+tVeqXeWdFOIQjOAEfzqEO13ADDSCQwiM8w6vz5Lw4b877PFpw8pkD+AXn8xtXIZo8</latexit>

⇢ ⇠ a�3
<latexit sha1_base64="wKt8E61oYaqagaFsMsvPAyqDS4Y=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARvFh2VdBj0YvHCvYDurVk02wbmk2WJCvUpb/EiwdFvPpTvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPOtPG8b6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+yW3b39ppapIrRBJJeqHWJNORO0YZjhtJ0oiuOQ01Y4upn6rUeqNJPi3owT2o3xQLCIEWys1HPLgRrKQLMY4Yfs9HzScyte1ZsBLRM/JxXIUe+5X0FfkjSmwhCOte74XmK6GVaGEU4npSDVNMFkhAe0Y6nAMdXdbHb4BB1bpY8iqWwJg2bq74kMx1qP49B2xtgM9aI3Ff/zOqmJrroZE0lqqCDzRVHKkZFomgLqM0WJ4WNLMFHM3orIECtMjM2qZEPwF19eJs2zqu9V/buLSu06j6MIh3AEJ+DDJdTgFurQAAIpPMMrvDlPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMAf+B8/gAt3ZLC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TpbTA+awsjzeZKCXx8VUiCi5nP4=">AAACHXicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+OurSTbAIbiwzKuiy6Malgn1AO5ZMmmlDM8mQZIQy9EtcuPFX3Ii4cCP+jWk7C21deCBwOOdcbu4JE8608bwvp7C0vLK6VlwvbWxubZfdnd2GlqkitE4kl6oVYk05E7RumOG0lSiK45DTZji8mvjNB6o0k+LOjBIaxLgvWMQINlbquuWOGsiOZjHC99nx6bjrVryqNwVaJH5OKpDjf/Gu+9HpSZLGVBjCsdZt30tMkGFlGOF0XOqkmiaYDHGfti0VOKY6yKbXjdGhVXookso+YdBU/TmR4VjrURzaZIzNQM97E/Evr52a6CLImEhSQwWZLYpSjoxEk6pQjylKDB9Zgoli9q+IDLDCxNhCS/Z0f/7QRdI4qfpe1b89q9Qu886KsA8HcAQ+nEMNruEG6kAghUd4hlfnyXlx3pz3WbTg5DN78AvO5zdVd5o7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TpbTA+awsjzeZKCXx8VUiCi5nP4=">AAACHXicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+OurSTbAIbiwzKuiy6Malgn1AO5ZMmmlDM8mQZIQy9EtcuPFX3Ii4cCP+jWk7C21deCBwOOdcbu4JE8608bwvp7C0vLK6VlwvbWxubZfdnd2GlqkitE4kl6oVYk05E7RumOG0lSiK45DTZji8mvjNB6o0k+LOjBIaxLgvWMQINlbquuWOGsiOZjHC99nx6bjrVryqNwVaJH5OKpDjf/Gu+9HpSZLGVBjCsdZt30tMkGFlGOF0XOqkmiaYDHGfti0VOKY6yKbXjdGhVXookso+YdBU/TmR4VjrURzaZIzNQM97E/Evr52a6CLImEhSQwWZLYpSjoxEk6pQjylKDB9Zgoli9q+IDLDCxNhCS/Z0f/7QRdI4qfpe1b89q9Qu886KsA8HcAQ+nEMNruEG6kAghUd4hlfnyXlx3pz3WbTg5DN78AvO5zdVd5o7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TpbTA+awsjzeZKCXx8VUiCi5nP4=">AAACHXicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+OurSTbAIbiwzKuiy6Malgn1AO5ZMmmlDM8mQZIQy9EtcuPFX3Ii4cCP+jWk7C21deCBwOOdcbu4JE8608bwvp7C0vLK6VlwvbWxubZfdnd2GlqkitE4kl6oVYk05E7RumOG0lSiK45DTZji8mvjNB6o0k+LOjBIaxLgvWMQINlbquuWOGsiOZjHC99nx6bjrVryqNwVaJH5OKpDjf/Gu+9HpSZLGVBjCsdZt30tMkGFlGOF0XOqkmiaYDHGfti0VOKY6yKbXjdGhVXookso+YdBU/TmR4VjrURzaZIzNQM97E/Evr52a6CLImEhSQwWZLYpSjoxEk6pQjylKDB9Zgoli9q+IDLDCxNhCS/Z0f/7QRdI4qfpe1b89q9Qu886KsA8HcAQ+nEMNruEG6kAghUd4hlfnyXlx3pz3WbTg5DN78AvO5zdVd5o7</latexit>

⇢ ⇠ ⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="XoGbZat/zMVdfyLAm2cG0MOhx/o=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy5cVLAP6Awlk8m0oUlmSDKFMvRP3LhQxK1/4s6/MW1nodUDgcM593BvTpRxpo3nfTmVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//wD086ug0V4S2ScpT1YuwppxJ2jbMcNrLFMUi4rQbjW/nfndClWapfDTTjIYCDyVLGMHGSgPXDdQoDTQTKLi3qRgP3LrX8BZAf4lfkjqUaA3czyBOSS6oNIRjrfu+l5mwwMowwumsFuSaZpiM8ZD2LZVYUB0Wi8tn6MwqMUpSZZ80aKH+TBRYaD0VkZ0U2Iz0qjcX//P6uUmuw4LJLDdUkuWiJOfIpGheA4qZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGllWzJfirX/5LOhcN32v4D5f15k1ZRxVO4BTOwYcraMIdtKANBCbwBC/w6hTOs/PmvC9HK06ZOYZfcD6+ASPJk1I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2cy3US3NjI0/4ppNV06uWZvdc4U=">AAACHnicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy5cKNgHdIaSyWTa0EwyJJlCKf0TF278FTcigiv9G9N2Ftq68EDgcO453JwbZZxp43lfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d1z9w+aWuaK0AaRXKp2hDXlTNCGYYbTdqYoTiNOW9HgejpvDanSTIoHM8pomOKeYAkj2Fip67qB6stAsxQFtzYV465b9WreDGiZ+AWpQoH/2bvuRxBLkqdUGMKx1h3fy0w4xsowwumkEuSaZpgMcI92LBU4pTocz+pN0IlVYpRIZZ8waKb+TIxxqvUojawzxaavF2dT8a9ZJzfJZThmIssNFWS+KMk5MhJNb4VipigxfGQJJorZvyLSxwoTYy9asdX9xaLLpHlW872af39erV8VNyvDERzDKfhwAXW4gTtoAIEhPMIzvDpPzovz5rzPrSWnyBzCLzif317mmss=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2cy3US3NjI0/4ppNV06uWZvdc4U=">AAACHnicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy5cKNgHdIaSyWTa0EwyJJlCKf0TF278FTcigiv9G9N2Ftq68EDgcO453JwbZZxp43lfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d1z9w+aWuaK0AaRXKp2hDXlTNCGYYbTdqYoTiNOW9HgejpvDanSTIoHM8pomOKeYAkj2Fip67qB6stAsxQFtzYV465b9WreDGiZ+AWpQoH/2bvuRxBLkqdUGMKx1h3fy0w4xsowwumkEuSaZpgMcI92LBU4pTocz+pN0IlVYpRIZZ8waKb+TIxxqvUojawzxaavF2dT8a9ZJzfJZThmIssNFWS+KMk5MhJNb4VipigxfGQJJorZvyLSxwoTYy9asdX9xaLLpHlW872af39erV8VNyvDERzDKfhwAXW4gTtoAIEhPMIzvDpPzovz5rzPrSWnyBzCLzif317mmss=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2cy3US3NjI0/4ppNV06uWZvdc4U=">AAACHnicjVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy5cKNgHdIaSyWTa0EwyJJlCKf0TF278FTcigiv9G9N2Ftq68EDgcO453JwbZZxp43lfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d1z9w+aWuaK0AaRXKp2hDXlTNCGYYbTdqYoTiNOW9HgejpvDanSTIoHM8pomOKeYAkj2Fip67qB6stAsxQFtzYV465b9WreDGiZ+AWpQoH/2bvuRxBLkqdUGMKx1h3fy0w4xsowwumkEuSaZpgMcI92LBU4pTocz+pN0IlVYpRIZZ8waKb+TIxxqvUojawzxaavF2dT8a9ZJzfJZThmIssNFWS+KMk5MhJNb4VipigxfGQJJorZvyLSxwoTYy9asdX9xaLLpHlW872af39erV8VNyvDERzDKfhwAXW4gTtoAIEhPMIzvDpPzovz5rzPrSWnyBzCLzif317mmss=</latexit>

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="PjOC8f12GtePOBgdPx3dJet4XJk=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKthbaUDbbTbN0P8LuRiihf8GLB0W8+oe8+W/ctDlo64OBx3szzMyLUs6M9f1vr7K2vrG5Vd2u7ezu7R/UD4+6RmWa0A5RXOlehA3lTNKOZZbTXqopFhGnj9HktvAfn6g2TMkHO01pKPBYspgRbAtpoBM1rDf8pj8HWiVBSRpQoj2sfw1GimSCSks4NqYf+KkNc6wtI5zOaoPM0BSTCR7TvqMSC2rCfH7rDJ05ZYRipV1Ji+bq74kcC2OmInKdAtvELHuF+J/Xz2x8HeZMppmlkiwWxRlHVqHicTRimhLLp45gopm7FZEEa0ysi6fmQgiWX14l3Ytm4DeD+8tG66aMowoncArnEMAVtOAO2tABAgk8wyu8ecJ78d69j0VrxStnjuEPvM8fH6yORw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohntgtzSUMoZpTHy8keJob2wASo=">AAACEHicjVA9SwNBFHwXv2L8ilraLAbBKtyJoGXQxlLBSwLJEfY2e7kle7vH7p4QjvwFCxv/io2IraWd/8a95ApNLBxYGGbm8fZNmHKmjet+OZWV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3evvn/Q1jJThPpEcqm6IdaUM0F9wwyn3VRRnIScdsLxdeF3HqjSTIp7M0lpkOCRYBEj2BRSX8VyUG+4TXcGtEy8kjSgxP/ig/pnfyhJllBhCMda9zw3NUGOlWGE02mtn2maYjLGI9qzVOCE6iCfHTRFJ1YZokgq+4RBM/XnRI4TrSdJaJMJNrFe9ArxL6+XmegyyJlIM0MFmS+KMo6MREU7aMgUJYZPLMFEMftXRGKsMDG2w5o93Vs8dJm0z5qe2/Tuzhutq7KzKhzBMZyCBxfQghu4BR8IxPAIz/DqPDkvzpvzPo9WnHLmEH7B+fgGslmVwA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohntgtzSUMoZpTHy8keJob2wASo=">AAACEHicjVA9SwNBFHwXv2L8ilraLAbBKtyJoGXQxlLBSwLJEfY2e7kle7vH7p4QjvwFCxv/io2IraWd/8a95ApNLBxYGGbm8fZNmHKmjet+OZWV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3evvn/Q1jJThPpEcqm6IdaUM0F9wwyn3VRRnIScdsLxdeF3HqjSTIp7M0lpkOCRYBEj2BRSX8VyUG+4TXcGtEy8kjSgxP/ig/pnfyhJllBhCMda9zw3NUGOlWGE02mtn2maYjLGI9qzVOCE6iCfHTRFJ1YZokgq+4RBM/XnRI4TrSdJaJMJNrFe9ArxL6+XmegyyJlIM0MFmS+KMo6MREU7aMgUJYZPLMFEMftXRGKsMDG2w5o93Vs8dJm0z5qe2/Tuzhutq7KzKhzBMZyCBxfQghu4BR8IxPAIz/DqPDkvzpvzPo9WnHLmEH7B+fgGslmVwA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ohntgtzSUMoZpTHy8keJob2wASo=">AAACEHicjVA9SwNBFHwXv2L8ilraLAbBKtyJoGXQxlLBSwLJEfY2e7kle7vH7p4QjvwFCxv/io2IraWd/8a95ApNLBxYGGbm8fZNmHKmjet+OZWV1bX1jepmbWt7Z3evvn/Q1jJThPpEcqm6IdaUM0F9wwyn3VRRnIScdsLxdeF3HqjSTIp7M0lpkOCRYBEj2BRSX8VyUG+4TXcGtEy8kjSgxP/ig/pnfyhJllBhCMda9zw3NUGOlWGE02mtn2maYjLGI9qzVOCE6iCfHTRFJ1YZokgq+4RBM/XnRI4TrSdJaJMJNrFe9ArxL6+XmegyyJlIM0MFmS+KMo6MREU7aMgUJYZPLMFEMftXRGKsMDG2w5o93Vs8dJm0z5qe2/Tuzhutq7KzKhzBMZyCBxfQghu4BR8IxPAIz/DqPDkvzpvzPo9WnHLmEH7B+fgGslmVwA==</latexit>

N
<latexit sha1_base64="FsFohXQjc3OA/BBAi7JXP9TMCN0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiydpwX5AG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEc9X75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa6qUaE8rGdIhdSyWNUPvZ/NApObPKgISxsiUNmau/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy95M/M/rpia89jMuk9SgZItFYSqIicnsazLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMzaZkQ/CWX14lrYuq51a9xmWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWgCA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fppGM0g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X0Y5JdaPi3B5gwrcxp0YlE0urII=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRID5gHJEmYnd5Mhs7PLzKwQlnyBhY2/YiNia2/n3zhJttDEwgMDh3PO5c49QSK4Nq775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5BU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bZXrrhVdwayTLycVCDH/+K98me3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNRNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9k1E3JilT4JY2WfNGSm/pzIaKT1OApsMqJmqBe9qfiX10lNeOlnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOTaTWkzxUyI8aWUKa4/SthQ6ooM7bAkj3dWzx0mTTPqp5b9ernldpV3lkRjuAYTsGDC6jBDdxBAxggPMIzvDpPzovz5rzPowUnnzmEX3A+vgEHS5RL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X0Y5JdaPi3B5gwrcxp0YlE0urII=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRID5gHJEmYnd5Mhs7PLzKwQlnyBhY2/YiNia2/n3zhJttDEwgMDh3PO5c49QSK4Nq775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5BU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bZXrrhVdwayTLycVCDH/+K98me3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNRNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9k1E3JilT4JY2WfNGSm/pzIaKT1OApsMqJmqBe9qfiX10lNeOlnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOTaTWkzxUyI8aWUKa4/SthQ6ooM7bAkj3dWzx0mTTPqp5b9ernldpV3lkRjuAYTsGDC6jBDdxBAxggPMIzvDpPzovz5rzPowUnnzmEX3A+vgEHS5RL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X0Y5JdaPi3B5gwrcxp0YlE0urII=">AAACDXicjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRID5gHJEmYnd5Mhs7PLzKwQlnyBhY2/YiNia2/n3zhJttDEwgMDh3PO5c49QSK4Nq775RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5BU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj66nfekCleSzvzThBP6IDyUPOqLFS/bZXrrhVdwayTLycVCDH/+K98me3H7M0QmmYoFp3PDcxfkaV4UzgpNRNNSaUjegAO5ZKGqH2s9k1E3JilT4JY2WfNGSm/pzIaKT1OApsMqJmqBe9qfiX10lNeOlnXCapQcnmi8JUEBOTaTWkzxUyI8aWUKa4/SthQ6ooM7bAkj3dWzx0mTTPqp5b9ernldpV3lkRjuAYTsGDC6jBDdxBAxggPMIzvDpPzovz5rzPowUnnzmEX3A+vgEHS5RL</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="dcJYU93S8AqfCUNjCJfTTXo3Wzo=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS21WAyCVbgTQcugTcoI5gOSEPY2c8mSvb1jd04MRxob/4qNhSK2/gc7/42b5ApNfDDweG9md+b5sRQGXffbya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOGiRLNoc4jGemWzwxIoaCOAiW0Yg0s9CU0/dHN1G/egzYiUnc4jqEbsoESgeAMrdQrHncQHlCHadrxA1oFK6sBNcgGMJn0iiW37M5Al4mXkRLJUOsVvzr9iCchKOSSGdP23Bi7KdMouIRJoZMYiBkf2dfblioWgummsysm9NQqfRpE2pZCOlN/T6QsNGYc+rYzZDg0i95U/M9rJxhcdVOh4gRB8flHQSIpRnQaCe0LDRzl2BLGtbC7Uj5kmnG0wRVsCN7iycukcV723LJ3e1GqXGdx5MkROSFnxCOXpEKqpEbqhJNH8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HvDXnZDOH5A+czx8RrZjr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BzF64QSltldZK3AX3UD4836K/mA=">AAACKnicjVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZaDAbBKuyKoGXQJqWCeUASwuzkbjJkdnaZuSuGJY1fY2Hjr6SRYOuHOHkUmlh4YeBwzrnMPSdIpDDoeRMnt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH7iHRzUTp5pDlccy1o2AGZBCQRUFSmgkGlgUSKgHg7upXn8CbUSsHnGYQDtiPSVCwRlaquOethCeUUdZ1gpCWgFLqx41yHowGnXcolfyZkNXgb8ARbKY/9k77rjVjXkagUIumTFN30uwnTGNgksYFVqpgYTxgT2haaFiEZh2Nos6oueW6dIw1vYppDP250bGImOGUWCdEcO+Wdam5F9aM8Xwpp0JlaQIis8/ClNJMabT3mhXaOAohxYwroW9lfI+04yjbbdgo/vLQVdB7bLkeyX/4apYvl10licn5IxcEJ9ckzKpkHtSJZy8kFfyTj6cN2fsTJzPuTXnLHaOya9xvr4BDFqgZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BzF64QSltldZK3AX3UD4836K/mA=">AAACKnicjVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZaDAbBKuyKoGXQJqWCeUASwuzkbjJkdnaZuSuGJY1fY2Hjr6SRYOuHOHkUmlh4YeBwzrnMPSdIpDDoeRMnt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH7iHRzUTp5pDlccy1o2AGZBCQRUFSmgkGlgUSKgHg7upXn8CbUSsHnGYQDtiPSVCwRlaquOethCeUUdZ1gpCWgFLqx41yHowGnXcolfyZkNXgb8ARbKY/9k77rjVjXkagUIumTFN30uwnTGNgksYFVqpgYTxgT2haaFiEZh2Nos6oueW6dIw1vYppDP250bGImOGUWCdEcO+Wdam5F9aM8Xwpp0JlaQIis8/ClNJMabT3mhXaOAohxYwroW9lfI+04yjbbdgo/vLQVdB7bLkeyX/4apYvl10licn5IxcEJ9ckzKpkHtSJZy8kFfyTj6cN2fsTJzPuTXnLHaOya9xvr4BDFqgZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BzF64QSltldZK3AX3UD4836K/mA=">AAACKnicjVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZaDAbBKuyKoGXQJqWCeUASwuzkbjJkdnaZuSuGJY1fY2Hjr6SRYOuHOHkUmlh4YeBwzrnMPSdIpDDoeRMnt7a+sbmV3y7s7O7tH7iHRzUTp5pDlccy1o2AGZBCQRUFSmgkGlgUSKgHg7upXn8CbUSsHnGYQDtiPSVCwRlaquOethCeUUdZ1gpCWgFLqx41yHowGnXcolfyZkNXgb8ARbKY/9k77rjVjXkagUIumTFN30uwnTGNgksYFVqpgYTxgT2haaFiEZh2Nos6oueW6dIw1vYppDP250bGImOGUWCdEcO+Wdam5F9aM8Xwpp0JlaQIis8/ClNJMabT3mhXaOAohxYwroW9lfI+04yjbbdgo/vLQVdB7bLkeyX/4apYvl10licn5IxcEJ9ckzKpkHtSJZy8kFfyTj6cN2fsTJzPuTXnLHaOya9xvr4BDFqgZA==</latexit>

Tracking
<latexit sha1_base64="HAlT7iYq1F4XnCrfdZC/aTodo1Q=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16sKFm2ARXJUZEXRZdOOyQl/QKSWTZtrQJDMkd8QyzMZfceNCEbd+hjv/xrSdhbYeuHA4597k3hMmghvwvG9nZXVtfWOztFXe3tnd23cPDlsmTjVlTRqLWHdCYpjgijWBg2CdRDMiQ8Ha4fh26rcfmDY8Vg2YJKwnyVDxiFMCVuq7xwGwR9Ayy4Iwwg1N6JirYZ733YpX9WbAy8QvSAUVqPfdr2AQ01QyBVQQY7q+l0AvIxo4FSwvB6lhiX2dDFnXUkUkM71sdkCOz6wywFGsbSnAM/X3REakMRMZ2k5JYGQWvan4n9dNIbruZVwlKTBF5x9FqcAQ42kaeMA1oyAmlhCqud0V0xGxKYDNrGxD8BdPXiati6rvVf37y0rtpoijhE7QKTpHPrpCNXSH6qiJKMrRM3pFb86T8+K8Ox/z1hWnmDlCf+B8/gB++pb4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6t8WG1QQe3o5+24Ch4cFZ3jlRQY=">AAACJXicjVDLSgMxFM3UV62vURcu3ASL4KrMiKDLohuXCn0InVIyaaYNTTJDckcsw3yNCzf+ipsigit/xbSdhbYuPBA4nHMvueeEieAGPO/TKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vu/kHLxKmmrEljEeuHkBgmuGJN4CDYQ6IZkaFg7XB0M/Xbj0wbHqsGjBPWlWSgeMQpASv13KMA2BNomWVBGOGGJnTE1SDPe27Vq3kz4GXiF6SKCvxvvOdOgn5MU8kUUEGM6fheAt2MaOBUsLwSpIYl9gQyYB1LFZHMdLNZyhyfWqWPo1jbpwDP1J8bGZHGjGVoJyWBoVn0puJfXieF6KqbcZWkwBSdfxSlAkOMp5XhPteMghhbQqjm9lZMh8RWBbbYio3uLwZdJq3zmu/V/PuLav266KyMjtEJOkM+ukR1dIvuUBNRlKNn9Iomzovz5rw7H/PRklPsHKJfcL6+ATgJnnE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6t8WG1QQe3o5+24Ch4cFZ3jlRQY=">AAACJXicjVDLSgMxFM3UV62vURcu3ASL4KrMiKDLohuXCn0InVIyaaYNTTJDckcsw3yNCzf+ipsigit/xbSdhbYuPBA4nHMvueeEieAGPO/TKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vu/kHLxKmmrEljEeuHkBgmuGJN4CDYQ6IZkaFg7XB0M/Xbj0wbHqsGjBPWlWSgeMQpASv13KMA2BNomWVBGOGGJnTE1SDPe27Vq3kz4GXiF6SKCvxvvOdOgn5MU8kUUEGM6fheAt2MaOBUsLwSpIYl9gQyYB1LFZHMdLNZyhyfWqWPo1jbpwDP1J8bGZHGjGVoJyWBoVn0puJfXieF6KqbcZWkwBSdfxSlAkOMp5XhPteMghhbQqjm9lZMh8RWBbbYio3uLwZdJq3zmu/V/PuLav266KyMjtEJOkM+ukR1dIvuUBNRlKNn9Iomzovz5rw7H/PRklPsHKJfcL6+ATgJnnE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6t8WG1QQe3o5+24Ch4cFZ3jlRQY=">AAACJXicjVDLSgMxFM3UV62vURcu3ASL4KrMiKDLohuXCn0InVIyaaYNTTJDckcsw3yNCzf+ipsigit/xbSdhbYuPBA4nHMvueeEieAGPO/TKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vu/kHLxKmmrEljEeuHkBgmuGJN4CDYQ6IZkaFg7XB0M/Xbj0wbHqsGjBPWlWSgeMQpASv13KMA2BNomWVBGOGGJnTE1SDPe27Vq3kz4GXiF6SKCvxvvOdOgn5MU8kUUEGM6fheAt2MaOBUsLwSpIYl9gQyYB1LFZHMdLNZyhyfWqWPo1jbpwDP1J8bGZHGjGVoJyWBoVn0puJfXieF6KqbcZWkwBSdfxSlAkOMp5XhPteMghhbQqjm9lZMh8RWBbbYio3uLwZdJq3zmu/V/PuLav266KyMjtEJOkM+ukR1dIvuUBNRlKNn9Iomzovz5rw7H/PRklPsHKJfcL6+ATgJnnE=</latexit>

Freezing
<latexit sha1_base64="G+s4zbk4ZmYldzABVD7gkjzhuTQ=">AAACAHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUQ8evAwGwVPYFUGPQUE8RjAPSEKYnfQmQ2Znl5leMS578Ve8eFDEq5/hzb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd5cfS2HQdb+d3NLyyupafr2wsbm1vVPc3aubKNEcajySkW76zIAUCmooUEIz1sBCX0LDH16N/cY9aCMidYejGDoh6ysRCM7QSt3iQRvhAXWYpm0/oNca4FGofpZ1iyW37E5AF4k3IyUyQ7Vb/Gr3Ip6EoJBLZkzLc2PspEyj4BKyQjsxEDM+ZH1oWapYCKaTTh7I6LFVejSItC2FdKL+nkhZaMwo9G1nyHBg5r2x+J/XSjC46KRCxQmC4tNFQSIpRnScBu0JDRzlyBLGtbC3Uj5gmnG0mRVsCN78y4ukflr23LJ3e1aqXM7iyJNDckROiEfOSYXckCqpEU4y8kxeyZvz5Lw4787HtDXnzGb2yR84nz+Ji5b/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oCuuGJ6T0Gk59zs2hX3Mh8PuoTQ=">AAACJXicjVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EgWIVdEbQMCmKpYB6QhDA7uZsMmZ1dZu6KcdmvsbDxV2yCCFb+ipNHoYmFBwYO55zLnXv8WAqDrvvp5JaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l7NRInmUOWRjHTDZwakUFBFgRIasQYW+hLq/uBq7NcfQBsRqXscxtAOWU+JQHCGVuoUD1oIj6jDNG35Ab3WAE9C9bKsUyy5ZXcCuki8GSmRGf4X7xRHrW7EkxAUcsmMaXpujO2UaRRcQlZoJQZixgesB01LFQvBtNPJlRk9tkqXBpG2TyGdqD8nUhYaMwx9mwwZ9s28Nxb/8poJBhftVKg4QVB8uihIJMWIjiujXaGBoxxawrgW9q+U95lmHG2xBXu6N3/oIqmdlj237N2dlSqXs87y5JAckRPikXNSITfkllQJJxl5Jq9k5Lw4b8678zGN5pzZzD75BefrG0Odnng=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oCuuGJ6T0Gk59zs2hX3Mh8PuoTQ=">AAACJXicjVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EgWIVdEbQMCmKpYB6QhDA7uZsMmZ1dZu6KcdmvsbDxV2yCCFb+ipNHoYmFBwYO55zLnXv8WAqDrvvp5JaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l7NRInmUOWRjHTDZwakUFBFgRIasQYW+hLq/uBq7NcfQBsRqXscxtAOWU+JQHCGVuoUD1oIj6jDNG35Ab3WAE9C9bKsUyy5ZXcCuki8GSmRGf4X7xRHrW7EkxAUcsmMaXpujO2UaRRcQlZoJQZixgesB01LFQvBtNPJlRk9tkqXBpG2TyGdqD8nUhYaMwx9mwwZ9s28Nxb/8poJBhftVKg4QVB8uihIJMWIjiujXaGBoxxawrgW9q+U95lmHG2xBXu6N3/oIqmdlj237N2dlSqXs87y5JAckRPikXNSITfkllQJJxl5Jq9k5Lw4b8678zGN5pzZzD75BefrG0Odnng=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oCuuGJ6T0Gk59zs2hX3Mh8PuoTQ=">AAACJXicjVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EgWIVdEbQMCmKpYB6QhDA7uZsMmZ1dZu6KcdmvsbDxV2yCCFb+ipNHoYmFBwYO55zLnXv8WAqDrvvp5JaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l7NRInmUOWRjHTDZwakUFBFgRIasQYW+hLq/uBq7NcfQBsRqXscxtAOWU+JQHCGVuoUD1oIj6jDNG35Ab3WAE9C9bKsUyy5ZXcCuki8GSmRGf4X7xRHrW7EkxAUcsmMaXpujO2UaRRcQlZoJQZixgesB01LFQvBtNPJlRk9tkqXBpG2TyGdqD8nUhYaMwx9mwwZ9s28Nxb/8poJBhftVKg4QVB8uihIJMWIjiujXaGBoxxawrgW9q+U95lmHG2xBXu6N3/oIqmdlj237N2dlSqXs87y5JAckRPikXNSITfkllQJJxl5Jq9k5Lw4b8678zGN5pzZzD75BefrG0Odnng=</latexit>

Inflation
<latexit sha1_base64="v7FgzG9MCf1ZghYdkS2DV4tq0Tc=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8FQSEfRY9KK3CvYD2lA22027dLMJuxOxhHjxr3jxoIhX/4U3/43bNAdtfTDweG+GmXl+LLgGx/m2SkvLK6tr5fXKxubW9o69u9fSUaIoa9JIRKrjE80El6wJHATrxIqR0Bes7Y+vpn77ninNI3kHk5h5IRlKHnBKwEh9+6AH7AFUmKY9P8A3MhC5kWV9u+rUnBx4kbgFqaICjb791RtENAmZBCqI1l3XicFLiQJOBcsqvUSzmNAxGbKuoZKETHtp/kGGj40ywEGkTEnAufp7IiWh1pPQN50hgZGe96bif143geDCS7mME2CSzhYFicAQ4WkceMAVoyAmhhCquLkV0xFRhIIJrWJCcOdfXiSt05rr1Nzbs2r9soijjA7RETpBLjpHdXSNGqiJKHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MWktWMbOP/sD6/AFYmZdz</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jw0HzOeirP7U5ZJaaq+PnNZqIso=">AAACJnicjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJVEBF0W3ehOwT6gDWUynbRDJ5MwcyOWEL/GhRt/xYUi4s5PcZpmoa0LDwwczjmXO/f4seAaHOfTKi0sLi2vlFcra+sbm1v29k5TR4mirEEjEam2TzQTXLIGcBCsHStGQl+wlj+6mPitO6Y0j+QtjGPmhWQgecApASP17L0usHtQYZp2/QBfyUDkRpb17KpTc3LgeeIWpIoK/C/es1+7/YgmIZNABdG64zoxeClRwKlgWaWbaBYTOiID1jFUkpBpL83PzPChUfo4iJR5EnCu/pxISaj1OPRNMiQw1LPeRPzL6yQQnHkpl3ECTNLpoiARGCI86Qz3uWIUxNgQQhU3f8V0SBShYJqtmNPd2UPnSfO45jo19+akWj8vOiujfXSAjpCLTlEdXaJr1EAUPaBH9IzerCfrxXq3PqbRklXM7KJfsL6+ASIinuw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jw0HzOeirP7U5ZJaaq+PnNZqIso=">AAACJnicjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJVEBF0W3ehOwT6gDWUynbRDJ5MwcyOWEL/GhRt/xYUi4s5PcZpmoa0LDwwczjmXO/f4seAaHOfTKi0sLi2vlFcra+sbm1v29k5TR4mirEEjEam2TzQTXLIGcBCsHStGQl+wlj+6mPitO6Y0j+QtjGPmhWQgecApASP17L0usHtQYZp2/QBfyUDkRpb17KpTc3LgeeIWpIoK/C/es1+7/YgmIZNABdG64zoxeClRwKlgWaWbaBYTOiID1jFUkpBpL83PzPChUfo4iJR5EnCu/pxISaj1OPRNMiQw1LPeRPzL6yQQnHkpl3ECTNLpoiARGCI86Qz3uWIUxNgQQhU3f8V0SBShYJqtmNPd2UPnSfO45jo19+akWj8vOiujfXSAjpCLTlEdXaJr1EAUPaBH9IzerCfrxXq3PqbRklXM7KJfsL6+ASIinuw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jw0HzOeirP7U5ZJaaq+PnNZqIso=">AAACJnicjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJVEBF0W3ehOwT6gDWUynbRDJ5MwcyOWEL/GhRt/xYUi4s5PcZpmoa0LDwwczjmXO/f4seAaHOfTKi0sLi2vlFcra+sbm1v29k5TR4mirEEjEam2TzQTXLIGcBCsHStGQl+wlj+6mPitO6Y0j+QtjGPmhWQgecApASP17L0usHtQYZp2/QBfyUDkRpb17KpTc3LgeeIWpIoK/C/es1+7/YgmIZNABdG64zoxeClRwKlgWaWbaBYTOiID1jFUkpBpL83PzPChUfo4iJR5EnCu/pxISaj1OPRNMiQw1LPeRPzL6yQQnHkpl3ECTNLpoiARGCI86Qz3uWIUxNgQQhU3f8V0SBShYJqtmNPd2UPnSfO45jo19+akWj8vOiujfXSAjpCLTlEdXaJr1EAUPaBH9IzerCfrxXq3PqbRklXM7KJfsL6+ASIinuw=</latexit> Kination

<latexit sha1_base64="4JoQUyArcXCvNsgssQC5Zgxw/hU=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeSiKDHohfBSwVbC00om+2mXbrZhN2JWEIu/hUvHhTx6s/w5r9xm+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATX4DjfVmVpeWV1rbpe29jc2t6xd/c6Ok4VZW0ai1h1A6KZ4JK1gYNg3UQxEgWC3Qfjq6l//8CU5rG8g0nC/IgMJQ85JWCkvn3gAXsEFWWZF4T4hstCz/O+XXcaTgG8SNyS1FGJVt/+8gYxTSMmgQqidc91EvAzooBTwfKal2qWEDomQ9YzVJKIaT8rHsjxsVEGOIyVKQm4UH9PZCTSehIFpjMiMNLz3lT8z+ulEF74GZdJCkzS2aIwFRhiPE0DD7hiFMTEEEIVN7diOiKKUDCZ1UwI7vzLi6Rz2nCdhnt7Vm9elnFU0SE6QifIReeoia5RC7URRTl6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PWWrHKmX30B9bnD44WlwI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9dghlVvzuqzpl6kRUWA8QwABFCw=">AAACJXicjVBNS8NAFNzUr1q/oh48eFksgqeSiKDHohfBi4KthSaUzXbTLt1swu6LWEJ+jQcv/hUvRQRP/hW3aQ7aenBgYZiZx9s3QSK4Bsf5tCpLyyura9X12sbm1vaOvbvX1nGqKGvRWMSqExDNBJesBRwE6ySKkSgQ7CEYXU39h0emNI/lPYwT5kdkIHnIKQEj9ewDD9gTqCjLvCDEN1wWep737LrTcArgReKWpI5K/C/esydeP6ZpxCRQQbTuuk4CfkYUcCpYXvNSzRJCR2TAuoZKEjHtZ8WVOT42Sh+HsTJPAi7UnxMZibQeR4FJRgSGet6bin953RTCCz/jMkmBSTpbFKYCQ4ynleE+V4yCGBtCqOLmr5gOiSIUTLE1c7o7f+giaZ82XKfh3p3Vm5dlZ1V0iI7QCXLROWqia3SLWoiiHD2jVzSxXqw36936mEUrVjmzj37B+voGSJeeew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9dghlVvzuqzpl6kRUWA8QwABFCw=">AAACJXicjVBNS8NAFNzUr1q/oh48eFksgqeSiKDHohfBi4KthSaUzXbTLt1swu6LWEJ+jQcv/hUvRQRP/hW3aQ7aenBgYZiZx9s3QSK4Bsf5tCpLyyura9X12sbm1vaOvbvX1nGqKGvRWMSqExDNBJesBRwE6ySKkSgQ7CEYXU39h0emNI/lPYwT5kdkIHnIKQEj9ewDD9gTqCjLvCDEN1wWep737LrTcArgReKWpI5K/C/esydeP6ZpxCRQQbTuuk4CfkYUcCpYXvNSzRJCR2TAuoZKEjHtZ8WVOT42Sh+HsTJPAi7UnxMZibQeR4FJRgSGet6bin953RTCCz/jMkmBSTpbFKYCQ4ynleE+V4yCGBtCqOLmr5gOiSIUTLE1c7o7f+giaZ82XKfh3p3Vm5dlZ1V0iI7QCXLROWqia3SLWoiiHD2jVzSxXqw36936mEUrVjmzj37B+voGSJeeew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9dghlVvzuqzpl6kRUWA8QwABFCw=">AAACJXicjVBNS8NAFNzUr1q/oh48eFksgqeSiKDHohfBi4KthSaUzXbTLt1swu6LWEJ+jQcv/hUvRQRP/hW3aQ7aenBgYZiZx9s3QSK4Bsf5tCpLyyura9X12sbm1vaOvbvX1nGqKGvRWMSqExDNBJesBRwE6ySKkSgQ7CEYXU39h0emNI/lPYwT5kdkIHnIKQEj9ewDD9gTqCjLvCDEN1wWep737LrTcArgReKWpI5K/C/esydeP6ZpxCRQQbTuuk4CfkYUcCpYXvNSzRJCR2TAuoZKEjHtZ8WVOT42Sh+HsTJPAi7UnxMZibQeR4FJRgSGet6bin953RTCCz/jMkmBSTpbFKYCQ4ynleE+V4yCGBtCqOLmr5gOiSIUTLE1c7o7f+giaZ82XKfh3p3Vm5dlZ1V0iI7QCXLROWqia3SLWoiiHD2jVzSxXqw36936mEUrVjmzj37B+voGSJeeew==</latexit>

Radiation
<latexit sha1_base64="U3Gzj9OrWgcIdmxe8QlbNpKX1v4=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJVEBF0W3bisYh/QhDKZTNqhkwczN2IJceOvuHGhiFv/wp1/4zTNQlsPXDiccy/33uMlgiuwrG+jsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7ex0Vp5KyNo1FLHseUUzwiLWBg2C9RDISeoJ1vfHV1O/eM6l4HN3BJGFuSIYRDzgloKWBeeAAewAZZpnjBfiW+Lww8nxg1q2GVQAvErskdVSiNTC/HD+macgioIIo1betBNyMSOBUsLzmpIolhI7JkPU1jUjIlJsVH+T4WCs+DmKpKwJcqL8nMhIqNQk93RkSGKl5byr+5/VTCC7cjEdJCiyis0VBKjDEeBoH9rlkFMREE0Il17diOiKSUNCh1XQI9vzLi6Rz2rCthn1zVm9elnFU0SE6QifIRueoia5RC7URRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9Za8UoZ/bRHxifP0q1l2o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Q95ii+z44QTu/CY2uPBPcxVnuo=">AAACJnicjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJVEBF0W3bhUsQ9oQplMJu3QyYOZG7GE+DUu3PgrLhQRd36K0zQLbV14YOBwzrncucdLBFdgWZ9GZWFxaXmlulpbW9/Y3DK3d9oqTiVlLRqLWHY9opjgEWsBB8G6iWQk9ATreKOLid+5Y1LxOLqFccLckAwiHnBKQEt9c88Bdg8yzDLHC/AN8Xlh5HnfrFsNqwCeJ3ZJ6qjE/+J989XxY5qGLAIqiFI920rAzYgETgXLa06qWELoiAxYT9OIhEy5WXFmjg+14uMglvpFgAv150RGQqXGoaeTIYGhmvUm4l9eL4XgzM14lKTAIjpdFKQCQ4wnnWGfS0ZBjDUhVHL9V0yHRBIKutmaPt2ePXSetI8bttWwr0/qzfOysyraRwfoCNnoFDXRJbpCLUTRA3pEz+jNeDJejHfjYxqtGOXMLvoF4+sbEvGe4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Q95ii+z44QTu/CY2uPBPcxVnuo=">AAACJnicjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJVEBF0W3bhUsQ9oQplMJu3QyYOZG7GE+DUu3PgrLhQRd36K0zQLbV14YOBwzrncucdLBFdgWZ9GZWFxaXmlulpbW9/Y3DK3d9oqTiVlLRqLWHY9opjgEWsBB8G6iWQk9ATreKOLid+5Y1LxOLqFccLckAwiHnBKQEt9c88Bdg8yzDLHC/AN8Xlh5HnfrFsNqwCeJ3ZJ6qjE/+J989XxY5qGLAIqiFI920rAzYgETgXLa06qWELoiAxYT9OIhEy5WXFmjg+14uMglvpFgAv150RGQqXGoaeTIYGhmvUm4l9eL4XgzM14lKTAIjpdFKQCQ4wnnWGfS0ZBjDUhVHL9V0yHRBIKutmaPt2ePXSetI8bttWwr0/qzfOysyraRwfoCNnoFDXRJbpCLUTRA3pEz+jNeDJejHfjYxqtGOXMLvoF4+sbEvGe4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Q95ii+z44QTu/CY2uPBPcxVnuo=">AAACJnicjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARXJVEBF0W3bhUsQ9oQplMJu3QyYOZG7GE+DUu3PgrLhQRd36K0zQLbV14YOBwzrncucdLBFdgWZ9GZWFxaXmlulpbW9/Y3DK3d9oqTiVlLRqLWHY9opjgEWsBB8G6iWQk9ATreKOLid+5Y1LxOLqFccLckAwiHnBKQEt9c88Bdg8yzDLHC/AN8Xlh5HnfrFsNqwCeJ3ZJ6qjE/+J989XxY5qGLAIqiFI920rAzYgETgXLa06qWELoiAxYT9OIhEy5WXFmjg+14uMglvpFgAv150RGQqXGoaeTIYGhmvUm4l9eL4XgzM14lKTAIjpdFKQCQ4wnnWGfS0ZBjDUhVHL9V0yHRBIKutmaPt2ePXSetI8bttWwr0/qzfOysyraRwfoCNnoFDXRJbpCLUTRA3pEz+jNeDJejHfjYxqtGOXMLvoF4+sbEvGe4w==</latexit>

Matter<latexit sha1_base64="M1RhMC7OaLqN7OJV9u+XMtmo/R4=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXgRKthaaErZbCft0s0HuxOxhIB/xYsHRbz6O7z5b9y2OWjrg4HHezPMzPMTKTQ6zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zdvZaOU8WhyWMZq7bPNEgRQRMFSmgnCljoS7j3R1cT//4BlBZxdIfjBLohG0QiEJyhkXr2gYfwiCrMMs8P6A1DBJXnPbvq1Jwp6CJxC1IlBRo9+8vrxzwNIUIumdYd10mwmzGFgkvIK16qIWF8xAbQMTRiIehuNj0/p8dG6dMgVqYipFP190TGQq3HoW86Q4ZDPe9NxP+8TorBRTcTUZIiRHy2KEglxZhOsqB9oYCjHBvCuBLmVsqHTDFuQtAVE4I7//IiaZ3WXKfm3p5V65dFHGVySI7ICXHJOamTa9IgTcJJRp7JK3mznqwX6936mLWWrGJmn/yB9fkD9zCWHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k9cN/7L/UuXjs71ihdx2KYg9spk=">AAACI3icjVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq2JlMxgEq7ArgpZBGxtBwcRANoTZyd1kyOyDmbtiWPZjLGz8FRsJNhb+i5NkC00sPDBwOOdc7tzjJ1JodJxPq7S0vLK6Vl6vbGxube/Yu3tNHaeKQ4PHMlYtn2mQIoIGCpTQShSw0Jfw4A+vJv7DIygt4ugeRwl0QtaPRCA4QyN17QMP4QlVmGWeH9Abhggqz7t21ak5U9BF4hakSgr8L961x14v5mkIEXLJtG67ToKdjCkUXEJe8VINCeND1oe2oRELQXey6Y05PTZKjwaxMi9COlV/TmQs1HoU+iYZMhzoeW8i/uW1UwwuOpmIkhQh4rNFQSopxnRSGO0JBRzlyBDGlTB/pXzAFOOmKV0xp7vzhy6S5mnNdWru3Vm1fll0ViaH5IicEJeckzq5JrekQTjJyDN5Je/Wi/Vmja2PWbRkFTP75Besr2+TV52X</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k9cN/7L/UuXjs71ihdx2KYg9spk=">AAACI3icjVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq2JlMxgEq7ArgpZBGxtBwcRANoTZyd1kyOyDmbtiWPZjLGz8FRsJNhb+i5NkC00sPDBwOOdc7tzjJ1JodJxPq7S0vLK6Vl6vbGxube/Yu3tNHaeKQ4PHMlYtn2mQIoIGCpTQShSw0Jfw4A+vJv7DIygt4ugeRwl0QtaPRCA4QyN17QMP4QlVmGWeH9Abhggqz7t21ak5U9BF4hakSgr8L961x14v5mkIEXLJtG67ToKdjCkUXEJe8VINCeND1oe2oRELQXey6Y05PTZKjwaxMi9COlV/TmQs1HoU+iYZMhzoeW8i/uW1UwwuOpmIkhQh4rNFQSopxnRSGO0JBRzlyBDGlTB/pXzAFOOmKV0xp7vzhy6S5mnNdWru3Vm1fll0ViaH5IicEJeckzq5JrekQTjJyDN5Je/Wi/Vmja2PWbRkFTP75Besr2+TV52X</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k9cN/7L/UuXjs71ihdx2KYg9spk=">AAACI3icjVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq2JlMxgEq7ArgpZBGxtBwcRANoTZyd1kyOyDmbtiWPZjLGz8FRsJNhb+i5NkC00sPDBwOOdc7tzjJ1JodJxPq7S0vLK6Vl6vbGxube/Yu3tNHaeKQ4PHMlYtn2mQIoIGCpTQShSw0Jfw4A+vJv7DIygt4ugeRwl0QtaPRCA4QyN17QMP4QlVmGWeH9Abhggqz7t21ak5U9BF4hakSgr8L961x14v5mkIEXLJtG67ToKdjCkUXEJe8VINCeND1oe2oRELQXey6Y05PTZKjwaxMi9COlV/TmQs1HoU+iYZMhzoeW8i/uW1UwwuOpmIkhQh4rNFQSopxnRSGO0JBRzlyBDGlTB/pXzAFOOmKV0xp7vzhy6S5mnNdWru3Vm1fll0ViaH5IicEJeckzq5JrekQTjJyDN5Je/Wi/Vmja2PWbRkFTP75Besr2+TV52X</latexit>

DE<latexit sha1_base64="vjRdfzFAz/vUnlyN7C51AaMy8Gw=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFclUQEXRYf4LKCfUATymQ6aYdOJmHmRi0xn+LGhSJu/RJ3/o3TNgttPXDhcM693HtPkAiuwXG+raXlldW19dJGeXNre2fXruy1dJwqypo0FrHqBEQzwSVrAgfBOoliJAoEawejy4nfvmdK81jewThhfkQGkoecEjBSz654wB5BRVnmBSG+us7znl11as4UeJG4BamiAo2e/eX1Y5pGTAIVROuu6yTgZ0QBp4LlZS/VLCF0RAasa6gkEdN+Nj09x0dG6eMwVqYk4Kn6eyIjkdbjKDCdEYGhnvcm4n9eN4Xw3M+4TFJgks4WhanAEONJDrjPFaMgxoYQqri5FdMhUYSCSatsQnDnX14krZOa69Tc29Nq/aKIo4QO0CE6Ri46Q3V0gxqoiSh6QM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zFqXrGJmH/2B9fkDZsGUEg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EYhv8CpHps3soUs17xRsn4MPY6Q=">AAACH3icjVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFclUQEXRYf4FLBPqAJZTKdtEMnkzBzo5aQT3Hhxl9xIyLu+jdO2yy0deGBgcM553LnniARXIPjjK2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn167sNXWcKsoaNBaxagdEM8ElawAHwdqJYiQKBGsFw8uJ33pgSvNY3sMoYX5E+pKHnBIwUteueMCeQEVZ5gUhvrrO865ddWrOFHiRuAWpogL/i3ftL68X0zRiEqggWndcJwE/Iwo4FSwve6lmCaFD0mcdQyWJmPaz6X05PjJKD4exMk8Cnqo/JzISaT2KApOMCAz0vDcR//I6KYTnfsZlkgKTdLYoTAWGGE/Kwj2uGAUxMoRQxc1fMR0QRSiYSsvmdHf+0EXSPKm5Ts29O63WL4rOSugAHaJj5KIzVEc36BY1EEWP6Bm9onfrxXqzPqzPWXTJKmb20S9Y42+8UZuL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EYhv8CpHps3soUs17xRsn4MPY6Q=">AAACH3icjVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFclUQEXRYf4FLBPqAJZTKdtEMnkzBzo5aQT3Hhxl9xIyLu+jdO2yy0deGBgcM553LnniARXIPjjK2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn167sNXWcKsoaNBaxagdEM8ElawAHwdqJYiQKBGsFw8uJ33pgSvNY3sMoYX5E+pKHnBIwUteueMCeQEVZ5gUhvrrO865ddWrOFHiRuAWpogL/i3ftL68X0zRiEqggWndcJwE/Iwo4FSwve6lmCaFD0mcdQyWJmPaz6X05PjJKD4exMk8Cnqo/JzISaT2KApOMCAz0vDcR//I6KYTnfsZlkgKTdLYoTAWGGE/Kwj2uGAUxMoRQxc1fMR0QRSiYSsvmdHf+0EXSPKm5Ts29O63WL4rOSugAHaJj5KIzVEc36BY1EEWP6Bm9onfrxXqzPqzPWXTJKmb20S9Y42+8UZuL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EYhv8CpHps3soUs17xRsn4MPY6Q=">AAACH3icjVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFclUQEXRYf4FLBPqAJZTKdtEMnkzBzo5aQT3Hhxl9xIyLu+jdO2yy0deGBgcM553LnniARXIPjjK2l5ZXVtfXSRnlza3tn167sNXWcKsoaNBaxagdEM8ElawAHwdqJYiQKBGsFw8uJ33pgSvNY3sMoYX5E+pKHnBIwUteueMCeQEVZ5gUhvrrO865ddWrOFHiRuAWpogL/i3ftL68X0zRiEqggWndcJwE/Iwo4FSwve6lmCaFD0mcdQyWJmPaz6X05PjJKD4exMk8Cnqo/JzISaT2KApOMCAz0vDcR//I6KYTnfsZlkgKTdLYoTAWGGE/Kwj2uGAUxMoRQxc1fMR0QRSiYSsvmdHf+0EXSPKm5Ts29O63WL4rOSugAHaJj5KIzVEc36BY1EEWP6Bm9onfrxXqzPqzPWXTJKmb20S9Y42+8UZuL</latexit>

Nkin
<latexit sha1_base64="Vc0adVb7ZeJExFlmfvURPncseN4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF08SwTxgs4TZyWwyZB7LTK8QlnyGFw+KePVrvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXnApuwfe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqW50ZylpUC226MbFMcMVawEGwbmoYkbFgnXh8O/M7T8xYrtUjTFIWSTJUPOGUgJPC+37eMxKPuZr2qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ACqokSo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3yTjU2/4wCknwWvYuhYWUd0vRb8=">AAACF3icjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRIFkwibJcxOZpMh81hmZoWw5DMsbPwVGxFb7fwbJ8kWmlh4YOBwzrncuSdOOTPW97+80tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vVPd3WsZlWlCm0Rxpe9jbChnkjYts5zep5piEXPajoeXE7/9QLVhSt7ZUUojgfuSJYxg66Twupt3tEBDJsfdas2v+1OgRRIUpAYF/hfvVj87PUUyQaUlHBsTBn5qoxxrywin40onMzTFZIj7NHRUYkFNlE/vGqMjp/RQorR70qKp+nMix8KYkYhdUmA7MPPeRPzLCzObnEc5k2lmqSSzRUnGkVVoUhLqMU2J5SNHMNHM/RWRAdaYWFdlxZ0ezB+6SFon9cCvB7entcZF0VkZDuAQjiGAM2jAFdxAEwgoeIRnePWevBfvzXufRUteMbMPv+B9fAMfGJij</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3yTjU2/4wCknwWvYuhYWUd0vRb8=">AAACF3icjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRIFkwibJcxOZpMh81hmZoWw5DMsbPwVGxFb7fwbJ8kWmlh4YOBwzrncuSdOOTPW97+80tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vVPd3WsZlWlCm0Rxpe9jbChnkjYts5zep5piEXPajoeXE7/9QLVhSt7ZUUojgfuSJYxg66Twupt3tEBDJsfdas2v+1OgRRIUpAYF/hfvVj87PUUyQaUlHBsTBn5qoxxrywin40onMzTFZIj7NHRUYkFNlE/vGqMjp/RQorR70qKp+nMix8KYkYhdUmA7MPPeRPzLCzObnEc5k2lmqSSzRUnGkVVoUhLqMU2J5SNHMNHM/RWRAdaYWFdlxZ0ezB+6SFon9cCvB7entcZF0VkZDuAQjiGAM2jAFdxAEwgoeIRnePWevBfvzXufRUteMbMPv+B9fAMfGJij</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3yTjU2/4wCknwWvYuhYWUd0vRb8=">AAACF3icjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRIFkwibJcxOZpMh81hmZoWw5DMsbPwVGxFb7fwbJ8kWmlh4YOBwzrncuSdOOTPW97+80tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vVPd3WsZlWlCm0Rxpe9jbChnkjYts5zep5piEXPajoeXE7/9QLVhSt7ZUUojgfuSJYxg66Twupt3tEBDJsfdas2v+1OgRRIUpAYF/hfvVj87PUUyQaUlHBsTBn5qoxxrywin40onMzTFZIj7NHRUYkFNlE/vGqMjp/RQorR70qKp+nMix8KYkYhdUmA7MPPeRPzLCzObnEc5k2lmqSSzRUnGkVVoUhLqMU2J5SNHMNHM/RWRAdaYWFdlxZ0ezB+6SFon9cCvB7entcZF0VkZDuAQjiGAM2jAFdxAEwgoeIRnePWevBfvzXufRUteMbMPv+B9fAMfGJij</latexit>

Nrad
<latexit sha1_base64="PKUFT+ULlgW2giDFW26t/AsmBbk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF08SwTwgWcLs7GwyZB7LzKwQlnyGFw+KePVrvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlHJmrO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNirThLaI4kp3I2woZ5K2LLOcdlNNsYg47UTj25nfeaLaMCUf7SSlocBDyRJGsHVS736Q97VAGsfTQbXm1/050CoJClKDAs1B9asfK5IJKi3h2Jhe4Kc2zLG2jHA6rfQzQ1NMxnhIe45KLKgJ8/nJU3TmlBglSruSFs3V3xM5FsZMROQ6BbYjs+zNxP+8XmaT6zBnMs0slWSxKMk4sgrN/kcx05RYPnEEE83crYiMsMbEupQqLoRg+eVV0r6oB349eLisNW6KOMpwAqdwDgFcQQPuoAktIKDgGV7hzbPei/fufSxaS14xcwx/4H3+ABn3kR8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MzIYSfP0HdG5g2aXKsX0CeZv7XI=">AAACF3icjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRIFkwjJEmZnZ5Mh81hmZoWw5DMsbPwVGxFb7fwbJ8kWmlh4YOBwzrncuSdKOTPW97+80tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vVPd3WsZlWlCm0Rxpe8jbChnkjYts5zep5piEXHajoaXE7/9QLVhSt7ZUUpDgfuSJYxg66TOdS/vaoE0jse9as2v+1OgRRIUpAYF/hfvVT+7sSKZoNISjo3pBH5qwxxrywin40o3MzTFZIj7tOOoxIKaMJ/eNUZHTolRorR70qKp+nMix8KYkYhcUmA7MPPeRPzL62Q2OQ9zJtPMUklmi5KMI6vQpCQUM02J5SNHMNHM/RWRAdaYWFdlxZ0ezB+6SFon9cCvB7entcZF0VkZDuAQjiGAM2jAFdxAEwgoeIRnePWevBfvzXufRUteMbMPv+B9fAMM0JiY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MzIYSfP0HdG5g2aXKsX0CeZv7XI=">AAACF3icjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRIFkwjJEmZnZ5Mh81hmZoWw5DMsbPwVGxFb7fwbJ8kWmlh4YOBwzrncuSdKOTPW97+80tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vVPd3WsZlWlCm0Rxpe8jbChnkjYts5zep5piEXHajoaXE7/9QLVhSt7ZUUpDgfuSJYxg66TOdS/vaoE0jse9as2v+1OgRRIUpAYF/hfvVT+7sSKZoNISjo3pBH5qwxxrywin40o3MzTFZIj7tOOoxIKaMJ/eNUZHTolRorR70qKp+nMix8KYkYhcUmA7MPPeRPzL62Q2OQ9zJtPMUklmi5KMI6vQpCQUM02J5SNHMNHM/RWRAdaYWFdlxZ0ezB+6SFon9cCvB7entcZF0VkZDuAQjiGAM2jAFdxAEwgoeIRnePWevBfvzXufRUteMbMPv+B9fAMM0JiY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MzIYSfP0HdG5g2aXKsX0CeZv7XI=">AAACF3icjVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrsiaBm0sRIFkwjJEmZnZ5Mh81hmZoWw5DMsbPwVGxFb7fwbJ8kWmlh4YOBwzrncuSdKOTPW97+80tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vVPd3WsZlWlCm0Rxpe8jbChnkjYts5zep5piEXHajoaXE7/9QLVhSt7ZUUpDgfuSJYxg66TOdS/vaoE0jse9as2v+1OgRRIUpAYF/hfvVT+7sSKZoNISjo3pBH5qwxxrywin40o3MzTFZIj7tOOoxIKaMJ/eNUZHTolRorR70qKp+nMix8KYkYhcUmA7MPPeRPzL62Q2OQ9zJtPMUklmi5KMI6vQpCQUM02J5SNHMNHM/RWRAdaYWFdlxZ0ezB+6SFon9cCvB7entcZF0VkZDuAQjiGAM2jAFdxAEwgoeIRnePWevBfvzXufRUteMbMPv+B9fAMM0JiY</latexit>

Neq
<latexit sha1_base64="pdzkrGwCnWcLNgO33oVXrVCaavY=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRiyepYD+wDWWznbRLN5u4uxFK6L/w4kERr/4bb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApG11O/9YRK81jem3GCfkQHkoecUWOlh9te1lURwcdJr1xxq+4MZJl4OalAjnqv/NXtxyyNUBomqNYdz02Mn1FlOBM4KXVTjQllIzrAjqWSRqj9bHbxhJxYpU/CWNmShszU3xMZjbQeR4HtjKgZ6kVvKv7ndVITXvoZl0lqULL5ojAVxMRk+j7pc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxoZUsiF4iy8vk+ZZ1XOr3t15pXaVx1GEIziGU/DgAmpwA3VoAAMJz/AKb452Xpx352PeWnDymUP4A+fzB14qkLQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rvtSCQAu37xuYRzAhU6rLvzHbzk=">AAACFnicjVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcELYM2VqJgHpgsYXZyNxkyO7vOzAphyV9Y2PgrNiK2YuffOEm20MTCAwOHc87lzj1BIrg2rvvlLCwuLa+sFtaK6xubW9ulnd26jlPFsMZiEatmQDUKLrFmuBHYTBTSKBDYCAYXY7/xgErzWN6aYYJ+RHuSh5xRY6W7q07WVhHB+1GnVHYr7gRknng5KUOO/8U7pc92N2ZphNIwQbVueW5i/Iwqw5nAUbGdakwoG9AetiyVNELtZ5OzRuTQKl0Sxso+achE/TmR0UjrYRTYZERNX896Y/Evr5Wa8MzPuExSg5JNF4WpICYm445IlytkRgwtoUxx+1fC+lRRZmyTRXu6N3voPKkfVzy34t2clKvneWcF2IcDOAIPTqEKl3ANNWAg4RGe4dV5cl6cN+d9Gl1w8pk9+AXn4xtC2Zgt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rvtSCQAu37xuYRzAhU6rLvzHbzk=">AAACFnicjVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcELYM2VqJgHpgsYXZyNxkyO7vOzAphyV9Y2PgrNiK2YuffOEm20MTCAwOHc87lzj1BIrg2rvvlLCwuLa+sFtaK6xubW9ulnd26jlPFsMZiEatmQDUKLrFmuBHYTBTSKBDYCAYXY7/xgErzWN6aYYJ+RHuSh5xRY6W7q07WVhHB+1GnVHYr7gRknng5KUOO/8U7pc92N2ZphNIwQbVueW5i/Iwqw5nAUbGdakwoG9AetiyVNELtZ5OzRuTQKl0Sxso+achE/TmR0UjrYRTYZERNX896Y/Evr5Wa8MzPuExSg5JNF4WpICYm445IlytkRgwtoUxx+1fC+lRRZmyTRXu6N3voPKkfVzy34t2clKvneWcF2IcDOAIPTqEKl3ANNWAg4RGe4dV5cl6cN+d9Gl1w8pk9+AXn4xtC2Zgt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rvtSCQAu37xuYRzAhU6rLvzHbzk=">AAACFnicjVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYVcELYM2VqJgHpgsYXZyNxkyO7vOzAphyV9Y2PgrNiK2YuffOEm20MTCAwOHc87lzj1BIrg2rvvlLCwuLa+sFtaK6xubW9ulnd26jlPFsMZiEatmQDUKLrFmuBHYTBTSKBDYCAYXY7/xgErzWN6aYYJ+RHuSh5xRY6W7q07WVhHB+1GnVHYr7gRknng5KUOO/8U7pc92N2ZphNIwQbVueW5i/Iwqw5nAUbGdakwoG9AetiyVNELtZ5OzRuTQKl0Sxso+achE/TmR0UjrYRTYZERNX896Y/Evr5Wa8MzPuExSg5JNF4WpICYm445IlytkRgwtoUxx+1fC+lRRZmyTRXu6N3voPKkfVzy34t2clKvneWcF2IcDOAIPTqEKl3ANNWAg4RGe4dV5cl6cN+d9Gl1w8pk9+AXn4xtC2Zgt</latexit>

Nde
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Figure 3. Schematic description of the cosmological evolution of the energy densities in quintessential
inflation scenarios. The black, solid line corresponds to the dominant component density. The dashed
lines correspond to subdominant radiation (yellow) and cosmon field (purple).

2.1. Inflation

The inflationary stage is assumed to start in a region of the Universe in which the
cosmon evolution is sufficiently slow and the energy density stored in the potential term
dominates the total energy budget, V � 1/2 φ̇2, 1/2|∇φ|2. As any other single-field sce-
nario, these models benefits from a late-time attractor solution that makes the dynamics
in phase space almost insensitive to the specific initial conditions [38]. In order to sustain
inflation for an extended period of time, it is also necessary that the acceleration experi-
enced by the cosmon is sufficiently small as compared with its velocity per Hubble time,
|φ̈| � H|φ̇|. Under these conditions, the first Friedman and Klein-Gordon equations in (2)
become respectively

3M2
PH2 ' V , −V,φ ' 3Hφ̇ . (5)

This slow-roll regime can be supported by a variety of potential shapes around the re-
gion of interest, including power-law forms [13,14,39], exponential profiles [22] and plateau-
like behaviours [40,41]. The main requirement is that the so-called slow-roll parameters

ε ≡ M2
P

2

(
V,φ

V

)2
, η ≡ M2

P
V,φφ

V
, (6)

encoding the local slope and curvature of the potential remain small for an extended period
of time. More precisely, the condition ε � 1 is required for the accelerated expansion to
take place in the first place, while the requirement |η| � 1 ensures that it lasts long enough
to solve the flatness and horizon problems. In the limit ε ≈ 0, the rate of expansion is
approximately constant and the scale factor grows exponentially with time, a ∝ eHt, leading
to an almost de Sitter expansion. During the inflationary stage, scalar (s) and tensor (t)
perturbations are created out of quantum vacuum fluctuations and spatially stretched to
superhorizon scales [42–46], where they become classical and inherit almost scale-invariant
spectra [42–51]. At the leading order in the slow-roll parameters, these spectra take the
parametric form

Ps = As

(
k

khc

)ns−1
, Pt = At

(
k

khc

)nt

, (7)
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with the corresponding amplitudes and tilts,

A s =
1

2M2
P ε

(
H
2π

)2
∣∣∣∣∣
hc

, ns = 1− 6εhc + 2ηhc , (8)

A t =
8

M2
P

(
H
2π

)2
∣∣∣∣∣
hc

, nt = −2εhc , (9)

depending only on the potential term and its derivatives through the relation H2 '
V/(3M2

P), and the subscript hc indicating the evaluation of the corresponding quantities
at the horizon exit of a given reference scale k−1

hc = (ahcHhc)
−1. Note that both Ps and

Pt are time-independent as long as the associated fluctuations are outside the horizon,
meaning that their amplitudes at horizon re-entry, and therefore the initial conditions for
the subsequent causal evolution, are the same as those at the first horizon crossing. The
ratio of the spectral amplitudes defines the so-called tensor-to-scalar ratio

r ≡ A t

As

∣∣∣∣
hc

= 16εhc = −8nt . (10)

The last equality can be understood as a consistency relation for single field inflationary
models. In particular, since we are working in Einstein gravity and the cosmon field satisfies
the null energy condition, the Hubble rate decreases with time, leading to a red-tilted GW
spectrum with negative tensor spectral tilt.

The horizon crossing of a given momentum scale can be related to the number of
e-folds of inflation obtained by integrating the second equation in (5), namely

N ≡ ln
aend

a
' 1

MP

∫ φ

φend

dφ√
2ε

, (11)

with φend the value of the cosmon field following from the violation of the slow-roll con-
ditions, max[ε(φend), |η(φend)|] = 1. In particular, for a scale k−1

hc = (ahcHhc)
−1 reentering

the horizon at the present cosmological epoch (ahcHhc = a0H0), we have

Nhc = − ln
(

Hend
Hhc

)
+ ln

(
aendHend

a0H0

)
. (12)

The first term in this expression depends implicitly on the specific cosmon potential
and therefore on the overall energy scale of inflation. The second one accounts for the
complete post-inflationary evolution and, in particular, for any nonstandard expansion
period, such as kinetic domination.

Recent observational constraints on the inflationary observables at a pivot scale
khc = 0.05 Mpc−1 are provided by the Planck and BICEP/Keck collaborations [4,5],

As = (2.099± 0.014)× 10−9 at 68% CL , (13)

ns = 0.9649± 0.0042 at 68% CL , (14)

r < 0.036 at 95% CL . (15)

Note that while the deviation of the scalar spectral tilt from unity is statistically
significant, the precise value of the tensor-to-scalar ratio remains unknown, and with it the
Hubble rate and the energy scale of inflation at the pivot scale. In particular, combining
Equations (8) and (10) with the observed amplitude (13), we get

Hhc = 7.9× 1012 GeV
( r

0.001

)1/2
. 4.7× 1013 GeV , (16)

V1/4
hc = 5.8× 1015 GeV

( r
0.001

)1/4
. 1.4× 1016 GeV , (17)
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with the final bounds following directly from Equation (15). The combination of this upper
limit with the consistency relation (10) implies also that the tensor spectrum at CMB scales
is almost exactly scale invariant, −nt ≤ 0.0045 � 1, a condition that we will assume in
what follows.

2.2. Kination

After the end of inflation, the cosmon field acquires a large kinetic energy density
at the expenses of its potential counterpart, which rapidly becomes subdominant and
irrelevant for the subsequent dynamics. This gives rise to a kinetic dominated era dubbed
deflation [12] or kination [52] where the global equation of state of the Universe approaches
the maximum value allowed by causality, w = 1. During this unusual cosmological epoch,
the Ricci scalar is negative [cf. Equation (33)] and the first Friedmann and Klein-Gordon
equations in (2) take the approximate form

3M2
PH2 ' φ̇2

2
, φ̈ + 3Hφ̇ ' 0 . (18)

This system of equations admits a solution

φ− φkin =
√

6 MP ∆Nkin , H2 = H2
kin

( akin
a

)6
, (19)

with

∆Nkin ≡ log
(

a
akin

)
(20)

the number of e-folds of kination. The quantitative differences among the times, field
values and energy scales in this expression (“kin”) and those at the end of inflation (“end”)
depend on the specific model under consideration. However, for most practical purposes,
they can be considered small and safely neglected. This allows us to identify the end of
inflation with the onset of kination, i.e., akin = aend, φkin = φend, Hkin = Hend.

The scaling of the Hubble rate in (19) affects a plethora of particle physics processes in
the very early Universe, including, for instance, the generation of the matter-antimatter
asymmetry [52–54] or the abundance of dark matter relics [55–64]. Additionally, it enhances
any stochastic background of gravitational waves of primordial origin, such as those
generated by inflation [39,65–71], preheating [72–77], cosmic strings [78–83] or phase
transitions [84]; see Ref. [85] for a review. For the specific case of inflationary perturbations,
a global stiff equation of state translates into an explicit breaking of scale invariance for
modes reentering the horizon during kinetic domination. To see this, let us consider the
present density parameter for GWs, customarily defined as the current GW energy-density
ρGW(τ0, k) per logarithmic interval of comoving momentum k normalized to the critical
density ρcrit = 3M2

PH2 [39,65,66,68], i.e.,

Ω(0)
GW(k) ≡ 1

ρcrit

dρGW(τ0, k)
d ln k

=
1
12

(
k

a0H0

)2
∆2

h(τ0, k) , (21)

with

∆2
h(τ0, k) ≡ 2k3

π2

〈
|hk(τ0)|2

〉
(22)

the ensemble-averaged spectrum of tensor perturbations hk at present time. These modes
follow themselves from a Fourier decomposition

hij(τ, x) = ∑
λ

∫ d3k
(2π)3 eik.xελ

ij(k)h
λ
k(τ) , (23)
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with hij a transverse-traceless metric perturbation (∂jhij = hi
i = 0) entering the linearized

Einstein equations

h′′ij + 2
a′

a
h′ij −∇2hij = 0 . (24)

Here λ = +,× stand for the two physical graviton polarization states and ελ
ij(k)

denotes a basis of polarization tensors, with ελ
ij(k) = ελ

ji(k), ελ
ii(k) = 0, kiε

λ
ij(k) = 0,

ελ
ij(k) = ελ∗

ij (−k), ελ
ij(k)ε

σ∗
ij (k) = 2δλσ. Assuming the tensor spectrum to be completely

unpolarized and neglecting its small tilt nt � 1 [5], the present GW energy density
parameter in a Universe undergoing an epoch of kination between inflation and radiation
domination takes the form [70]

Ω(0)
GW(k) ' Ω(0)

GW

∣∣∣
no−kin

×


1 , k� krad ,

4
π

(
k

krad

)
, k� krad ,

(25)

with

Ω(0)
GW

∣∣∣
no−kin

' 5× 10−22
(

Hkin

1011 GeV

)2
(26)

the corresponding scale-invariant amplitude in the absence of kination and krad the mo-
mentum associated with the horizon scale at the onset of radiation domination.

The linear raising of (25) at high-momenta serves as an observational signature of
quintessential inflation. At the same time, it limits the corresponding parameter space since
the energy density of this relativistic component affects directly the expansion rate of the
Universe and with it the abundance of light elements. In particular, BBN observations
impose a limit on the integrated GW contribution to the total energy density [68,86], namely

h2
∫ kkin

kBBN

Ω(0)
GW(k)d ln k ≤ 5.6× 10−6 ∆Nν ' 1.12× 10−6 , (27)

with h = 0.678 the reduced Hubble constant, kkin and kBBN the momenta associated to
the horizon scale at the onset of kination and BBN, and ∆Nν . 0.2 an effective parameter
encoding any extra amount of radiation beyond the Standard Model content [87,88]. This
bound applies to all sources of primordial gravitational waves and in particular to the
specific inflationary background in Equation (25). Taking into account the power law
behaviour of this quantity, the integral in Equation (27) can be approximated by its upper
end, getting a simpler expression h2Ω(0)

GW(k � krad) . 1.12× 10−6 that tends to exclude
models with large inflationary scales and extended periods of kination.

2.3. Heating

The measured abundance of light elements indicates that our Universe was radiation
dominated during BBN [34], thus setting a limit on the duration of the kinetic dominated
era discussed in the previous section [89],

∆Nkin . 27 +
1
3

ln
(

Hkin

1011GeV

)
. (28)

The end of this peculiar cosmological epoch will take place when the Universe becomes
dominated by the energy density of a relativistic component, created potentially through
the so-far irrelevant interaction terms in Equation (1). Note, however, that the generation of
a thermal bath in quintessential inflation cannot proceed as in the usual oscillatory models
of inflation (for a review, see e.g., Refs. [90,91]). First, the runaway character of the potential
prevents the standard amplification of bosonic fields via parametric resonance [92]. Second,
the cosmon field cannot directly interact with the Standard Model particles since that would
induce the decay and destabilization of the scalar potential tail. Hence, a successful heating
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mechanism must proceed either through an indirect production of particles or involve a
set of sufficiently efficient couplings to an auxiliary matter sector quickly shutting down
the interaction and preventing the complete decay of the inflaton condensate. In either
case, the cosmon energy density must dilute faster than the produced species or their decay
products, in order to allow for the onset of a radiation dominated epoch.

The background energy density during kination is initially dominated by the cosmon
field, which decays as ρφ ∼ a−6. This rapid scaling translates into a relative amplification
of any radiation component ρr ∼ a2ρφ, making it eventually dominate the background evo-
lution [93]. A convenient way of quantifying the duration of this stage while being agnostic
on the particular model of heating is to introduce the concept of heating efficiency [39]. The
simplest definition of this quantity involves the ratio between the energy density of the
relativistic particles produced at the onset of kination and the energy density of the cosmon
field at that time,

Θ ≡ ρkin
r

ρkin
φ

=

(
akin
arad

)2
. (29)

Albeit this definition assumes instant heating, the concept of heating efficiency can
be easily extended to non-instantaneous settings [39]. The important point to keep in
mind, however, is that the detailed description of the process is not needed in practice.
In other words, since the heating stage in quintessential inflation requires almost com-
pulsory an external sector with new parameters, the introduction of a single one com-
pressing that information is a convenient choice. For example, taking into account the
value of the pivot scale khc = 0.002 Mpc−1 = 1.27× 10−32 eV used in the derivation of
the combined Planck/BICEP2 results [94], the number of relativistic degrees of freedom at
matter-radiation equality gmat = 3.36 and the present value of the radiation temperature
T0 ' 2.73 K ' 2.35× 10−4 eV, we can rewrite the required number of e-folds of inflation in
terms of the heating efficiency [39]

N ' 63.3 +
1
4

ln
( r

0.001

)
− 1

4
ln
(

Θ
10−8

)
. (30)

Note that since comoving modes re-approach the Hubble scale faster during kination
than during radiation or matter domination, the required number of e-folds needed to solve
the flatness and horizon problems increases for smaller heating efficiencies. Assuming
a fiducial value Hkin ∼ 1011 GeV and taking into account that the heating efficiency per
degree of freedom can vary between Θ ∼ 10−19 and Θ ∼ O(1) depending on the specific
heating mechanism [39] (see below), the minimal number of e-folds in quintessential
inflation scenarios is typically in the range 60 . N . 70. Part of this window is, however,
excluded by Big Bang Nucleosynthesis constraints. In particular, the integrated bound in
Equation (27) translates into a lower limit [39]

Θ & 10−16
(

Hkin

1011GeV

)2
. (31)

Several heating mechanisms based on the exponential amplification of quantum fluctua-
tions via some kind of instability have been put forward over the years [12,24,27,29,93,95–103].
On general grounds, they can be classified according to the presence or absence of direct
couplings to auxiliary matter sectors and to whether they produce particles via adiabaticity
violation or tachyonic instability. To illustrate this explicitly, let us consider the following
action for an exemplary and energetically-subdominant scalar field χ

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g
[
−1

2
(∂χ)2 − 1

2
(M2(φ) + ξR)χ2

]
. (32)
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In this expression the inflaton field φ acts as a homogeneous background field, M(φ)
is a field-dependent mass potentially including a bare mass contribution mχ, ξ is a positive-
definite non-minimal coupling and

R = 3H2(1− 3w) (33)

stands for the Ricci scalar in a FLRW background, written in terms the global equation of
state w. Note that we have intentionally restricted ourselves to quadratic interactions in the
scalar sector. This is indeed a good approximation for the first stages of kination, where
the auxiliary field χ is close enough to the origin and particle production is most efficient.
However, as we will see in Section 5.2, higher-order operators can play a crucial role at late
times, especially in the presence of internal symmetries.

The evolution of the field Y is more easily described in the conformal variables

χ = χ∗
akin

a
Y , dz = akinχ∗dτ , ~y = akinχ∗~x , ~κ =

~k
akinχ∗

, (34)

with dτ = dt/a(t) the conformal time and χ∗ a potentially convenient normalization.
Introducing also the Fourier transform

Y(~y, z) =
∫ d3κ

(2π)3/2 Y~κ(z)e
i~κ·~y , (35)

the equation of motion following from the variation of Equation (32) with respect to χ can
be written as

Y′′~κ + ω2
κ(z)Y~κ = 0 , (36)

with

ω2
κ(z) = κ2 +

m2
χ + M2

eff(φ)

χ2∗

(
a

akin

)2
− 3H2(3w− 1)

(
ξ − 1

6

)
(37)

an effective frequency term, κ = |~κ| and H = a′(z)/a(z) = a(z)H(z) the comoving
Hubble rate.

The quantization of the scalar field χ proceeds according to the standard proce-
dure [104,105]. The function Y~κ is promoted to a quantum operator

Ŷ~κ = â~κ fκ(z) + â†
−~κ f ∗κ (z) (38)

satisfying the equal time commutation relations [Ŷ~κ(z), Π̂~κ′(z)] = iδ(~κ + ~κ′), with
Π̂~κ = dŶ~κ/dz. Here, a~κ and a†

~κ′ are annihilation and creation operators displaying equal-
time commutation relations [a~κ , a†

~κ′ ] = δ(~κ −~κ′) , [a~κ , a~κ′ ] = [a†
~κ , a†

~κ′ ] = 0 and fκ is a set of
isotropic mode functions satisfying

f ′′κ + ω2
κ(z) fκ = 0 , 2 Im( f ′κ f ∗κ ) = 1 . (39)

Note that the choice of the basis { fκ(z), f ∗κ (z)} is generically non unique, meaning
that Equation (38) should be understood as an implicit definition of the operators â and
â†. For constant positive square frequencies, a positive frequency mode fκ ∝ e−iωt defines
a unique vacuum state â~κ |0〉 = 0. For non-constant non-positive square frequencies, the
notion of vacuum become ambiguous. In particular, particle production can be achieved
either because the adiabaticity condition |ω′κ |/ω2

κ < 1 is violated or because the frequency
becomes tachyonic for a certain range of κ modes, ω2

κ < 0 (i.e., ωκ is imaginary). Given the
complications and extensive phenomenology of the latter scenario, we will postpone its
analysis to Section 5.2, focusing in what follows on the simplest case ω2

κ(z) > 0.
The amount of produced quanta for positive frequencies can be determined by com-

paring the instantaneous adiabatic vacua at two different times. Since the equation of
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motion (39) is second order, there must exist a linear Bogoliubov transformation between two
mode expansions fκ and hκ evaluated at the same time, namely

fκ(z) = ακ hκ(z) + βκ h∗κ(z) , (40)

with the coefficients αβ and βκ satisfying the normalization condition |ακ |2 − |βκ |2 = 1
following from the second expression in (39). As shown for instance in Ref. [105], the
occupation number of a mode κ is given by square of the second Bogoliubov coefficient βκ ,

nκ(z) = |βκ(z)|2 , (41)

whose expression in terms of the mode expansion functions can be obtained by solving the
associated equation with proper “in” and “out” vacuum conditions.

Given the occupation numbers nκ(z) one can compute the total number of Y particles
and the associated energy density

n(z) =
1

(2π)3

∫
d3~κ nκ(z) , ρ(z) =

1
(2π)3

∫
d3~κ ωκ(z)nκ(z) . (42)

The resulting spectrum is not expected to be thermal. In fact, heating mechanisms tend
to amplify IR fluctuations below a given characteristic scale, leading to a spectral shape
initially peaked at low momenta. The subsequent evolution of this overoccupied system
proceeds typically through a rather slow process of driven and free turbulence [103,106,107],
for which thermal techniques are not generically applicable. Still, it is sometimes convenient
to define an instantaneous temperature or energy scale

Tr(z) ≡
(

30
π2g∗(z)

ρr(z)
)1/4

, (43)

with g∗(z) the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom at a given time z. The
(re)heating temperature Tr(zrad) signaling the onset of radiation domination is correspond-
ingly defined by the condition ρφ(zrad) = ρr(zrad). Assuming exact kination (w = 1,
R = −6H2, ρφ ∼ a−6), relativistic decay products (ρr ∼ a−4) and entropy conservation,
this quantity can be related to the maximum instantaneous temperature or energy scale at the
onset of kinetic domination, namely

Tr(zrad) =

(
g∗,s(zkin)

g∗,s(zrad)

)1/3

Θ1/2 Tr(zkin) , (44)

with g∗,s(zkin) and g∗,s(zrad) the entropic degrees of freedom at the corresponding times.
Accounting for all Standard Model degrees of freedom, g∗(zkin) = g∗,s(zkin) = g∗,s(zrad) =
106.75, we have

Tr(zrad) ' 2.7× 108 GeV
(

Θ
10−8

) 3
4
(

Hkin

1011 GeV

) 1
2

, (45)

Tr(zkin) ' 2.7× 1012 GeV
(

Θ
10−8

) 1
4
(

Hkin

1011 GeV

) 1
2
. 6× 1015 GeV Θ1/4 , (46)

with the upper limit in the last expression following from (15) and the restriction (16).

Specific cases:

Having presented the generalities of preheating via violations of the adiabaticity
condition |ω′κ |/ω2

κ < 1, let us discuss some specific mechanisms connected with the
choices of functions and parameters in Equation (37). As before, we assume exact kinetic
domination (w = 1, R = −6H2).
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• Gravitational heating [12,93,95]
In this scenario, the production of particles is purely associated to the expansion
of the Universe, being essentially triggered by any rapid change in the Ricci scalar
R [65,93,108]. This mechanism applies therefore to non-conformally coupled scalar
fields only (ξ 6= 1/6), since the evolution equations of gauge bosons and chiral
fermions in a conformally flat geometry are invariant under Weyl rescalings.
For a light scalar field (mχ � Hkin) in kinetic domination, the effective frequency in
Equation (37) takes the form

ω2
κ =

{
κ2 +H2 for ξ = 0 ,
κ2 + (1− 6ξ)H2 for ξ < 1/6 ,

(47)

with the condition in the last expression ensuring that ω2
κ is positive definite for

all κ, such that the particle production is only due to adiabaticity violation and the
Bogoliubov formalism presented above can be straightforwardly applied. The case
with ξ > 1/6 is analyzed in detail in Section 5.2.
During a Hubble time in kinetic domination, the variation of the (relativistic) energy
density per spectator field is of the order ∆ρr ∼ δ × (∆H)4 ∼ (∆a)−12, with δ an
efficiency parameter potentially depending on the non-minimal coupling ξ [12,93] and
typically much smaller that one. In consequence, the production of particles is only
efficient during the first stages of kination [39], leading to a relatively small heating
efficiency [39]

Θ =
δN

1440π2

(
Hkin
MP

)2
= 10−19 δN

(
Hkin

1011GeV

)2
, (48)

with N the number of light scalar degrees of freedom. Despite being quite natural,
this gravitational heating mechanism suffers from several drawbacks. In particular,
its low efficiency gives rise generically to a long-lasting period of kination, which
makes difficult to satisfy the GW bound (27) unless a large number of species is
introduced, N & O(102) δ−1. However, this solution can lead to the generation of
sizeable isocurvature perturbations or secondary periods of inflation [97]. Another
related possibility is to consider conformally-coupled particles with heavy masses,
mχ > H eventually decaying into lighter ones to recover the hBB era [109–111].

• Matter preheating [39,64,96–99,112]
In this type of scenario the auxiliary field χ is directly coupled to the cosmon via the
effective mass function M2(φ). A simple choice ensuring decoupling at late times is
given for instance by [39,64,112]

M2(φ) =

{
g2φ2 for φ ≤ 0 ,
M̃2 for φ > 0 ,

(49)

with g a dimensionless coupling constant and M̃ a constant mass parameter. This
unconventional behaviour appears naturally in quintessential inflation models con-
structed on the basis of emergent scale symmetry in the vicinity of UV and IR fixed
points [39,112], cf. Section 4. Alternative choices smoothing the transition between
negative and positive field values or modifying its timing could be also considered
without significantly changing the discussion below, see e.g., Ref. [39].
Given the form (49), and omitting the subdominant gravitational contribution in
Equation (47), the effective frequency (37) takes the form

ω2
κ =

κ2 + g2
(

a
akin

)2 φ2(z)
χ2∗

for φ ≤ 0 ,

κ2 +
(

a
akin

)2 M̃2

χ2∗
for φ > 0 .

(50)
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For small κ values and φ ≤ 0, the condition for the violation of the adiabaticity
|ω′κ |/ω2

κ < 1 can be safely approximated by g|φ′0| & φ2, with |φ′0| the cosmon velocity
at zero crossing. For sufficiently large couplings, particle production takes place in
a very narrow interval ∆φ ∼ (|φ′0|/g)1/2 around φ = 0, being the process essentially
instantaneous, ∆z ∼ φ∗/|φ′0| ∼ (g|φ′0|)−1/2, and independent of the particle spin. The
momentum of the created particles follows directly from the uncertainty principle,
∆κ ∼ (∆z)−1 ∼ (g|φ′0|)1/2. Provided it to significantly exceed the scale M̃ at positive
cosmon values φ > 0, (∆κ � M̃), the produced particles are relativistic and can trigger
the onset of radiation domination. As shown in Ref. [64], the heating efficiency in this
particular example takes the form

Θ ' 2× 10−8
( g

0.02

)2
(

1011 GeV
Hkin

)2( |φ′0|
10−8M2

P

)2

. (51)

Alternative Z2 symmetric-choices for the mass function M2(φ) could be also con-
sidered [64,96–98]. In this case, the energy transfer happens through a combination
of adiabaticity violation at zero crossing and a rapid enhancement of the effective
particle masses as the cosmon field evolves towards large positive values. Since in
this case the created particles become rapidly non-relativistic, their energy density
redshifts as matter, ρχ ∝ a−3, meaning that, in order to recover the hBB epoch, they
must eventually decay into light degrees of freedom. This decay can be induced, for
instance, by a direct Yukawa coupling hχψ̄ψ between the spectator field χ and some
fermionic species ψ. Since the mass of χ grows with φ after zero crossing, so it does
the effective decay rate, Γ ∝ M(φ), making this heating mechanism very efficient.

2.4. Hot Big Bang and Dark Energy

Having discussed the production of matter fields coupled to the cosmon, let us con-
sider now the evolution of the system during radiation and matter domination. The
relevant equations can be conveniently written in terms of cosmological observables,
namely [35,113,114]

w′φ
1− wφ

= −3(1 + wφ) + λ
√

3(1 + wφ)Ωφ , (52)

Ω′φ = −Ωφ(1−Ωφ)
(
3(1 + wφ)− n

)
, (53)

λ′ = −
√

3(1 + wφ)Ωφ(Γ− 1)λ2 , (54)

with the primes denoting derivatives with respect to the number of e-folds and n = 4 for
radiation domination and n = 3 for matter domination. The parameters

λ ≡ −MP
V,φ

V
, Γ ≡ VV,φφ

V2
,φ

, (55)

characterize, respectively, the local slope and curvature of the potential in the corresponding
regime. Although, there is not a first principle guide to determine how the above system of
equations will evolve during radiation and matter domination or whether it can eventually
support an accelerated expansion era, a dynamical analysis is enough to single out a few
options. In fact, depending on the initial conditions and the specific shape of the cosmon
potential, we can distinguish three cases [115]:

1. Thawing models: In this type of scenarios the Hubble friction freezes the cosmon field
evolution during radiation and early matter domination, being its energy density
completely dominated by the potential term. This corresponds to the fixed point
wφ = −1 in Equation (52), which is, however, unstable for λ 6= 0. In particular, as
soon as the Hubble rate becomes smaller than the mass of the scalar field, the cosmon
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will start rolling down the potential, forcing the effective equation-of-state parameter
to increase. The growth of wφ at late times can be analytically computed in some
specific limits. In particular, for approximately constant λ and |1 + wφ| � 1, we
have [114,116–121],

1 + wφ =
λ2

3
F(Ωφ) , Ωφ =

1
1 + ∆0 a−3 , (56)

with

F(Ωφ) =

[
1√
Ωφ
− ∆ tanh−1

√
Ωφ

]2

(57)

a monotonically increasing function smoothly interpolating between F(0) = 0 in
the deep radiation and matter dominated eras and F(1) = 1 in the asymptotic dark
energy dominated regime and

∆ ≡ 1−Ωφ

Ωφ
, ∆0 ≡

1−Ωφ,0

Ωφ,0
, (58)

with the subscript 0 marking quantities evaluated today. The present value of the
dark-energy equation-of-state parameter follows directly from Equation (56),

1 + wφ,0

1 + wφ(a)
=

F(Ωφ,0)

F(Ωφ)
. (59)

Note that these scenarios require a fine tuning of the local curvature and amplitude of
the potential in order to ensure that the scalar field starts evolving at the correct time
while reproducing the observed cosmological constant energy density [114].

2. Tracking freezing models: In this case the cosmon field is initially in slow-roll motion
and comes to a halt due the increasing flatness of the potential after a certain critical
value. This limit corresponds to a fixed point

Ωφ =
3(1 + wφ)

λ2 , (60)

with constant wφ. Since this configuration is stable, the scalar field trajectories will be
dragged towards it for a large set of initial conditions, meaning that we are dealing
with a tracker solution. If then Γ > 1 [122,123], for which λ approaches 0, the cosmon
energy density will grow to dominate the background evolution. Using the relation

Ω′φ
Ωφ

= −2
λ′

λ
(61)

following from Equation (60) together with Equations (53) and (54) in the Ωφ � 1
limit 1, the effective field equation of state along the tracker is given by

wφ = −2(Γ− 1)
2Γ− 1

. (62)

Note that, while the presence of the attractor alleviates the initial condition problem
in this class of models, a certain degree of tuning is still required in order to recover
the correct time at which the cosmon field starts to dominate the energy budget.

3. Scaling freezing models: In this scenario the cosmon field reaches as well a tracking
solution but this time with Ωφ = const. A simple inspection of Equations (52) and (53)
reveals the existence of a stable fixed point at [116,117,125,126]

Ωφ =
n
λ

, wφ =
n− 3

3
, (63)
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for constant λ. These conditions are verified for Γ = 1 and correspond to an expo-
nential potential V(φ) = V0e−λφ/MP , with V0 a constant. Note that in this scenario
the cosmon equation-of-state parameter follows that of the background component
during the radiation and matter dominated eras, opening up a new line of attack to
the coincidence problem. The recovery of the late time acceleration of the Universe
requires, however, the introduction of an exit mechanism from this scaling regime.
This can be triggered by several mechanisms such as double exponential potentials
displaying two-late time attractors (one associated with the scaling solution and one
where the cosmon field dominates the energy density) [117,127] or growing neutrino
masses. The first option does not provide, however, a satisfactory solution to the ‘why
now’ problem since the amplitudes of the two exponential potentials must be properly
chosen to ensure that the transition happens at the appropriate time. This is not the
case of the growing neutrino mass scenario, which we discuss in detail in Section
5.1.1.

As pointed out in the Introduction, observations reveal that the dark energy equation-
of-state parameter lies in a narrow strip around wφ = −1. For an extensive review of these
constraints and their impact of the above scenarios, we refer the reader to Refs. [35,128,129]
and references therein.

3. Field Relativity

A canonical scalar field φ with a runaway potential is just one of the many ways of
generating an early and a late accelerated expansion of the Universe using a single degree
of freedom. A plethora of successful theories can be constructed for instance within a
scalar-tensor framework

S[gµν, ϕ, f (ϕ), k(ϕ), V(ϕ)] =
∫

d4x
√−g

[
f (ϕ)

2 R− k(ϕ)
2 gµν(∇µ ϕ)(∇ν ϕ)−V(ϕ)

]
, (64)

with f (ϕ), k(ϕ) and V(ϕ) arbitrary functions of a scalar field ϕ. This parametrization
leaves outside a large variety of “safe” theories with second order derivatives of the
scalar field, such as Hordenski, beyond Horndeski and Degenerate Higher-Order Scalar-
Tensor (DHOST) theories [130], but it is still able to accommodate several modified gravity
scenarios such as f (R) theories [131] and the low-energy limits of string theories. On top
of that, it can be easily extended to incorporate models where the interactions with the
matter sector play an important role, such as the coupled quintessence settings discussed
in Section 5.1 or those in Refs. [23,24,27].

By specifying the theory defining functions in Equation (64), one can construct an
equivalence class of theories related to each other by a frame transformation [132–134], defined
this as the combination of a Weyl rescaling of the metric and a field reparametrization

g̃µν = Ω2(ϕ) gµν ,
(

dϕ̃

dϕ

)2
≡ K(ϕ) . (65)

In particular, taking into account the transformation of the Ricci scalar under Weyl
transformations,

R̃ = Ω−2 R− 6 Ω−3 gµν∇µ∇νΩ , (66)

it is possible to rewrite the action (64) as

S[g̃µν, ϕ̃, f̃ (ϕ̃), k̃(ϕ̃), Ṽ(ϕ̃)] =
∫

d4x
√−g̃

[
f̃ (ϕ̃)

2 R̃− k̃(ϕ̃)
2 g̃µν(∇µ ϕ̃)(∇ν ϕ̃)− Ṽ(ϕ̃)

]
, (67)

with

f̃ (ϕ̃) = Ω−2 f , k̃(ϕ̃) =
Ω−2

K

(
k− 6 f ∂ϕ ln Ω2 + 6 f,ϕ ∂ϕ ln Ω,ϕ

)
, Ṽ(ϕ̃) = Ω−4 V .
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Note that even if the action S is not invariant under Weyl rescalings and field reparame-
trizations, its functional form remains invariant under these combined transformations,

S[g̃µν, ϕ̃, f̃ (ϕ̃), k̃(ϕ̃), Ṽ(ϕ̃)] = S[gµν, ϕ, f (ϕ), k(ϕ), V(ϕ)] . (68)

In this sense, frame transformations are somehow analog to coordinates transforma-
tions in classical mechanics. Different representations of a theory may give rise to strikingly
different pictures (such as expanding Universes with constant particle masses or shrinking
Universes with growing particles masses), but they describe, however, the same physical
reality.

In the so-called kinetial frame, the gravitational part of the action takes the usual
Einstein-Hilbert form, but the cosmon field displays a non-canonical normalization,

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g

[
M2

P
2

R− k(ϕ)

2
gµν(∇µ ϕ)(∇ν ϕ)−V(ϕ)

]
. (69)

Given the remaining freedom on the choice of the theory defining functions k(ϕ) and
V(ϕ), we can still distinguish some special cases:

1. Exponential basis. This formulation makes use of a fixed exponential form for the
potential

V(ϕ) = M4 exp
(
− ϕ

M

)
, (70)

with M a constant, leaving the detailed model information for the kinetial k(ϕ) [135–138].
This choice is particularly useful for model comparison since the relation between
the scalar field value and the potential energy density is universal. On top of that,
all frame-covariant inflationary observables in Appendix A become functions of k(ϕ)
only [138].

2. α-attractor basis. This formulation assumes a singular function [40,41,99,139,140],

k(ϕ) =
1

1− 1
6α

ϕ2

M2
P

, (71)

with |ϕ| <
√

6MP. This choice can be motivated either by invoking conformal
symmetry or extended supergravity scenarios, where the positive constant α describes
the curvature of a hyperbolic Kähler manifold. For describing quintessential inflation,
the potential in this setting is required to be asymmetric and non-singular, being the
linear and exponential choices commonly used in the literature. Remarkably, the
associated inflationary predictions are independent of the specific choice of V(ϕ),
since this becomes exponentially stretched around the poles at |ϕ| =

√
6MP when

moving to canonically normalized variables. On top of that, for moderate values of α,
and in contrast with the canonical expectation (19), the field excursion during kination
is O(MP), as required by swamplamp distance conjecture [141] (in case you take it
seriously, of course). In spite of these positive aspects, α-attractor models cannot solve
the cosmological constant problem without invoking the inflationary landscape and
anthropic considerations.

3. Flattening basis. In this basis the theory defining functions are not singular, but satisfy
the relations

k(ϕ) =
1

1 + f (ϕ)
, V(ϕ) =

M4 f (ϕ)

1 + f (ϕ)
, (72)

with M a constant with the dimension of mass and f (ϕ) a dimensionless runaway
function of the cosmon field. This peculiar structure appears naturally in Palatini
scalar-tensor and modified gravity scenarios involving Jordan-frame potentials pro-
portional to the square of the non-minimal coupling to gravity [142] or R2 correc-
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tions [143]. Given f (ϕ), this setting generates an inflationary plateau for f (ϕ) � 1,
while reducing to the canonical form (1) for f (ϕ)� 1.

Note that, while being rather general, the above bases should be understood just as
convenient parametrizations for model building, not exhausting, however, all quintessential
scenarios proposed in the literature.

4. Symmetry Principles

The naturalness of quintessential inflation is intimately related to that of the theory
defining functions driving the early- and late-time acceleration of the Universe. In this
regard, variable gravity scenarios involving the realization of scale or dilatation symmetry
constitute an interesting arena for model building [39,112,136]. In this type of setting,
inflation and dark energy take place in the vicinity of UV and IR fixed points extending in
physical time to the infinite past and future. At these fixed points, any information about
intrinsic mass scales is completely lost and scale invariance is manifestly realized even if
broken in the underlying quantum field theory. The anomalous breaking of dilatations
plays, however, a key role in the crossover among fixed points, which, depending on the
model specifics, can take place in one or several stages and involve physical scales separated
by many orders of magnitude, similarly to what happens in quantum chromodynamics,
where the confinement scale is naturally much smaller than a given unification scale.

The relation of inflation and dark energy to scale invariance is more naturally discussed
in terms of a quantum effective action including all fluctuation effects, since these are indeed
needed for the emergence of fixed points. In the lack of a first principles’ computation for
the Standard Model non-minimally coupled to gravity, several authors have adopted the
following parametrization for the graviscalar sector of the theory [19,39,112,136],

Sc =
∫

d4x
√
−g
[

ϕ2

2
R− 1

2
(B(ϕ/µ)− 6)gµν∂µ ϕ∂ν ϕ− µ2 ϕ2

]
. (73)

Here ϕ stands for the cosmon field, B(ϕ/µ) is a positive dimensionless function of the
dimensionless ratio ϕ/µ and µ is a mass parameter that can be associated with the dilatation
anomaly. The absence of a quartic potential term in this expression implies the asymptotic
vanishing of the observable cosmological constant when the theory is transformed to the
Einstein frame [116]. This can be motivated by functional renormalization studies showing
that the cosmon potential cannot increase as ϕ4 when ϕ → ∞, since this would lead to a
singularity in the flow that tends to be avoided by strong gravity-induced renormalization
effects [144,145]. Formally, this corresponds to requiring conformal invariance (B → 0)
rather than scale symmetry (B→ constant) at the infrared fixed point µ→ 0 [146,147]. In
this conformal limit, the cosmon is no longer a propagating degree of freedom, as can be
easily seen by transforming Equation (73) to the Einstein frame.

The flow equation for B(ϕ/µ) encodes the relative change of the spontaneous mass
scales proportional to ϕ as compared to the intrinsic mass scales proportional to µ. If all
parameters with dimension of mass are either proportional to µ or ϕ, the flow of ϕ at fixed
µ can be related to the flow of µ at fixed ϕ, and viceversa,

ϕ
∂B
∂ϕ

∣∣∣
µ
+ µ

∂B
∂µ

∣∣∣
ϕ
= 0 . (74)

The UV fixed point µ→ ∞ corresponds therefore to the ϕ→ 0 limit, while the IR fixed
µ→ 0 occurs for ϕ→ ∞. Due to the divergence of the mass term in Equation (73) as µ→ ∞,
the existence of an UV fixed point requires the cosmon wave function renormalization to
display an anomalous dimension. The minimal realization of this condition follows from a
simple behaviour [39,112],

µ∂µ ln B = σ , −→ B =

(
m
ϕ

)σ

, (75)
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with σ > 1 and m ≡ µ exp (ct) a crossover scale following from the dimensional transmuta-
tion of an integration constant ct determining the particular trajectory on the flow. For this
specific choice, the effective action (73) at the UV point is invariant under the simultaneous
rescaling gµν → λ2gµν and ϕ → α−

2
2−σ ϕ, with λ a constant.

Albeit generically subdominant for the cosmological solutions considered here, the
graviscalar action (73) can be complemented with higher-order curvature invariants such
as Gauss-Bonnet or R2 terms with coefficients depending on the dimensionless ratio ϕ/µ.
These are expected to play an important role at the UV fixed point [148], where the co-
efficient of the Ricci scalar identically vanishes. On top of that, one should introduce a
Standard Model sector describing the usual matter and radiation components. The main vi-
ability requirements are that (i) the different renormalized dimensionless couplings (gauge,
Yukawa and Higgs self-interactions) become sufficiently close to their IR fixed-point values
before big bang nucleosynthesis and that (ii) all mass parameters in the theory (including
the confinement and Fermi scales) become proportional to ϕ by that time [113], such that the
strict bounds on fifth forces [149] and the temporal variation of fundamental constants [150]
are trivially satisfied [113,151–155]. This restriction constitutes a key difference with Brans-
Dicke scenarios and similar scalar-tensor variants such as induced gravity theories [156].
It does not apply, however, to beyond the Standard Model sectors, where the crossover
regime can take place even at the present cosmological epoch.

4.1. Ultraviolet Regime

The field equations for the graviscalar action (73) admit an exact de Sitter solution able
to support an accelerated expansion era at very early times [112],

Rµν = µ2gµν , ϕ = 0 . (76)

However, the anomalous violation of dilatations in the vicinity of this UV fixed
point makes this situation unstable, forcing the cosmon field to evolve slowly with time
while providing a graceful exit from the inflationary state. Once a specific form of B is
assumed, any subsequent analysis can be performed by using the “classical field equations”
obtained by varying the quantum effective action (73). In particular, the inflationary
observables following from this expression can be straightforwardly computed using the
frame-covariant formalism in Appendix A, with f (ϕ) = ϕ2, k(ϕ) ≡ B(ϕ/µ) − 6 and
V(ϕ) = µ2 ϕ2. The spectral tilt and the tensor-to-scalar ration can be then written in a rather
suggestive way,

1− ns =
r
8

(
1 +

1
2

β(µ)

)
, r =

32
B(µ)

, (77)

with
β(µ) ≡ µ ∂µ ln B =

1
2

∂B
∂N

(78)

the effective β function for B, written in terms of the scale µ and the number of e-folds of
inflation,

N(ϕ) =
1
2

∫ ϕend

ϕ

dϕ′

ϕ′
B
(

ϕ′
)

, (79)

with ϕend the value of ϕ at the end of inflation. The emergent dilatation symmetry at the UV
fixed point is responsible for both the flatness and amplitude of the primordial spectrum
of density fluctuations. A explicit illustration of this can be found in Refs. [39,112], where
the fixed-point structure (75) was shown to generate a spectral amplitude As ∝ µ2/m2,
leading naturally to tiny scalar fluctuations for moderate values of the integration constant
ct previously defined. The tensor-to-scalar ratio following from this flow equation turns out
to exceed, however, the current observational constraints [5]. Smaller values of this quantity
can be easily obtained if the fixed point happens at some large but finite B∗ value [135] or
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if the behavior of B in the small field regime is slightly modified. For instance, a suitable
generalization

µ ∂µ ln B = σ B1− 1
α −→ B(N̄) = Bend

N̄α

c ,

B(ϕ) =
[

1−α
α log

(
m̃
ϕ

)σ] α
1−α

,
(80)

with α, σ ≥ 1 translate into a spectral tilt and a tensor-to-scalar ratio

1− ns =
α

N̄
+

r
8

, r =
16 c
N̄α

, (81)

with
N̄ = N + c1/α , c ≡ Bend

( α

2σ

)α
, m̃ ≡ µ exp (c̃t) , (82)

Bend ≡ B(N = 0) = 2 the value of B at the end of inflation, and c̃t an integration
constant determining the particular trajectory on the flow. As shown in Figure 4, values of
these quantities compatible the latest Planck/BICEP2 data are obtained for moderate α and
σ values.

Figure 4. Comparison between the inflationary predictions (81) for N = 60 and the Planck/BICEP2
data at 1σ and 2σ C.L.

4.2. Crossover and Infrared Regimes

Scale invariance is substantially violated when the coefficient of the kinetic term in
Equation (73) changes from positive to negative values. During this crossover regime
rapid variations of the dimensionless couplings in the theory are expected to occur as they
transition from their UV to IR fixed-point values. Among other effects, this can play a
major role on the onset of the standard hBB era. The minimal heating scenario involves the
quantum effective potential for Higgs field H,

VH =
1
2

λ(ϕ/µ)
(

H† H − α(ϕ/µ)ϕ2
)2

, (83)

with the dimensionless couplings λ(ϕ/µ) and α(ϕ/µ) strongly violating the adibaticity
condition after the end of inflation and setting to their IR fixed-point values before big bang
nucleosynthesis. When written in the Einstein-frame this behaviour leads to interactions of
the runaway form (49), allowing to apply the techniques presented in Section 2.3. Alterna-
tively, one could consider a heating stage involving the production of new particles, which
should eventually decay into the Standard Model content.

After heating and entropy production, the cosmon field starts to approach the IR
fixed point, with a characteristic time scale µ. In the scaling frame (73), the Universe
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shrinks, while both temperature and particle masses increase with time and the size of
atoms decrease [157]. For µ−1 = 1010 yr = 1.2× 1060M−1

P , the current expectation value
of the cosmon field equals the observed reduced Planck mass, ϕ(t0) = 2.48× 1018 GeV,
such that ϕ/µ = 1.2× 1060 [39,112,136]. This picture should be understood as equivalent
to the standard hBB picture of an expanding and cooling Universe, since the observable
dimensionless ratios still coincide with those in the usual scenario. This can be seen
explicitly by performing a Weyl redefinition of the metric bringing the action (73) to a
canonical form with constant Planck scale and fixed particle masses [116]. This equivalence
can be extended to other relevant quantities for cosmology, such as the correlation functions
of primordial density fluctuations [158,159].

Realistic scenarios involve, customarily, a constant or slowly varying form of B fol-
lowing from instance from an IR flow equation with anomalous dimension σIR and small
corrections proportional to B [39,112,116,125,136],

µ ∂µ ln B = σIR + κ B . (84)

The dominant scaling violation at this time is associated with the potential term µ2 ϕ2

in Equation (73). In particular, the dimensionless ratio of this quantity to the fourth power
of the effective Planck mass ϕ decreases with time, reaching very small values at present
times. Note also that the enhanced conformal symmetry for B = µ = 0 implies that the
β-function for B must vanish at B = 0. In this limit, σIR = 0.

Approximate tracking solutions in which the dark energy evolution follows the
dominant radiation or matter components have been extensively studied in the litera-
ture [116,125,136]. These scenarios include generically an additional beyond the Standard
Model sector with a late crossover regime able to stop the tracking solution at the present
cosmological era. A rather natural setup appears in seesaw [160–162] and cascade [163–165]
scenarios in which the mass of heavy right-handed neutrinos or scalar triplets decreases
with the cosmon field ϕ, leading to an increasing neutrino-to-electron mass ratio [166,167].
In the Einstein frame with fixed electron mass, this reduces to the growing neutrino mass
mechanism described in Section 5.1.1.

5. Phenomenology

One of the most crucial aspects in the era of precision cosmology is to gain knowledge
on the fundamental mechanisms behind cosmological acceleration while identifying new
signatures potentially detectable with present or near future observational campaigns.

In this second part of the review we will discuss the phenomenology associated with
quintessential inflation scenarios and the interplay between the cosmon and other fields
that might be present in the very early Universe.

5.1. Coupled Quintessence

In this type of scenarios the cosmon field is allowed to exchange energy with a
given matter component, such as baryons, radiation, cold dark matter or neutrinos. The
interaction with baryons and photons is, however, strongly restricted by local gravity
measurements [168–170] and the non-variation of fundamental constants [171] 2, leaving
the coupling to dark matter [125,175–183] and/or neutrinos [166,167,184–194] as the main
viable possibility. This coupling can be formulated either at the level of the equations of
motion or at the level of the action.

Heuristic and phenomenological modifications of the equations of motion have been
extensively used in the literature, with typical interactions kernels involving local and non-
local functions of the relevant energy densities [179,195–199], their derivatives [199–202]
and/or a given temporal scale, such as the Hubble parameter [179,195–197] or a constant
decay rate [197,203]. These phenomenological approaches are mathematically simple but
in many cases physically ill-defined. On the one hand, they usually lack a covariant form
for the energy-momentum transfer able to unambiguously describe realistic cosmologies
involving perturbations. On the other hand, there is no clear reason for the effective
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cosmon-matter coupling to be dictated by global properties of the Universe, rather than by
purely local ones.

The above problems are avoided in field theory formulations. In particular, cosmon-
matter interactions appear naturally in variable and modified gravity scenarios when
written in the Einstein frame [204]. To show this, one can consider an initial Jordan-frame
action of the form (64) complemented with an exemplary matter action for an uncoupled
fermionic field ψ with constant mass m̄ψ, 3

Sψ =
∫

d4x
√
−g
[

i
2

(
ψ̄γµ∇µψ− ψ̄

←−∇ µγµψ
)
− m̄ψψ̄ψ

]
. (85)

Transforming both sectors to the Einstein frame and performing a Weyl rescaling of
the spinor ψ→ Ω3/2(φ)ψ with

Ω2 =
f (φ)
M2

P
,

(
dφ

dϕ

)2
=

3
2

(
∂ ln f

∂ϕ

)2
+

k
f

, (86)

we get

S =
∫

d4x
√−g

[
M2

P
2 R− 1

2 (∂φ)2 −V(φ) + i
2

(
ψ̄γµ∇µψ− ψ̄

←−∇ µγµψ
)
−mψ(φ)ψ̄ψ

]
. (87)

In this representation, the matter field ψ interacts with the cosmon via the φ-dependent
mass term

mψ(φ) ≡
m̄ψ MP√

f (φ)
. (88)

The variation of the action (87) with respect to the Einstein-frame metric provides
the usual Einstein’s equations. The conservation of stress-energy in the presence of the
aforementioned energy-momentum exchange can be then written as

∇νTµν
φ = +

β(φ)

MP
Tψ∂µφ , ∇νTµν

ψ = − β(φ)

MP
Tψ∂µφ , (89)

with

β(φ) ≡ −MP
∂ ln mψ(φ)

∂φ
, (90)

and Tψ = Tµν
ψ gµν the trace of the energy momentum tensor for the ψ-field, which vanishes

identically for relativistic particles. As anticipated, these expressions are fully covariant and
determined by microphysics. The effective coupling β modifies equivalently the effective
Klein-Gordon equation for the cosmon field

∇µ∇µφ = V′(φ) + β(φ)Tψ , (91)

and the evolution of neutrinos on a classical path [189]

duµ

dτ
+ Γµ

ρσuρuσ = β(φ) uλ∂λφ uµ + β(φ) ∂µφ , (92)

with uµ the four-velocity, Γµν the Christoffel symbols associated to the metric gµν and
τ the proper time. The right-hand side of Equation (92) plays the role of an additional
fifth-force and consists of a velocity-dependent piece β(φ) uλ∂λφ uµ ensuring momentum
conservation for particles moving in a varying cosmon field and a velocity-independent
piece β(φ) ∂µφ becoming dominant for small velocities.

In the Einstein frame, a given model within the paradigm is specified by a choice
of the effective coupling β(φ). A simple possibility is to consider an effective coupling
β(φ) = −gMP/(m0 + gφ) following from a renormalizable Yukawa interaction mψ(φ)ψ̄ψ =
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m0ψ̄ψ + gφψ̄ψ, with m0 a mass parameter and g a dimensionless coupling. Another option
is to consider a setup involving a constant β coupling. This describes dilatonic like inter-
actions mψ(φ)ψ̄ψ = m0 exp(−βφ/MP)ψ̄ψ like those appearing in induced and modified
gravity scenarios [156,208,209]. At the phenomenological level, these choices have been
applied in a variety of contexts, ranging from growing neutrino scenarios aiming to solve
the coincidence problem [166,167,184–194] to strongly coupled cosmologies [175,210–216]
inducing the formation of primordial black holes [217–220] or similar compact objects [221]
during radiation domination. In the following sections, we describe these applications
in detail.

5.1.1. Growing Neutrino Masses

Every quintessential inflation model must predict the correct amount of dark energy,
preferably without an excessive finetuning of the initial conditions. In this regard, tracking
or attractor solutions as those presented in Section 2.4 are particularly interesting, albeit
they require an additional exit mechanism able to initiate the current accelerated expansion
of the Universe. Growing neutrino quintessence explains the transition from a scaling
solution to a dark energy dominated era by identifying the fermion field ψ in Equation (87)
with the neutrino [166,167,184–194]. The special role of this particle can be motivated by a
cross-over regime in a beyond the Standard Model sector, manifesting itself in the neutrino
masses through a seesaw or cascade mechanism [112], cf. Section 4.

In growing neutrino quintessence, the “why now" problem becomes related to a
physical trigger event: the recent change of the effective neutrino equation of state. In
particular, when neutrinos become non-relativistic at redshift z ≈ 5 [186], a negative
choice of β induces a fixed point in the Klein-Gordon Equation (91) for the cosmon field,
−β(φ)ρ(ψ) ' −V′(φ), effectively stopping its evolution in the runaway potential V(φ) and
pushing it away from the scaling solution. For neutrino masses in the eV (or sub-eV) range,
this leads to an almost de Sitter equation of state [166,167]

1 + w(t0) =
mψ(t0)

12 eV
, (93)

and an energy density roughly matching the observed value ρφ(t0)
1/4 = 2× 10−3 eV,

ρ1/4
φ (t0) = 1.27

(
γψ mψ(t0)

eV

)1/4

10−3 eV , (94)

with γψ = γ̃(t0) a dimensionless O(1) parameter encoding the growth rate of the neutrino
mass [166,167].

Under some circumstances, the long-range interactions mediated by the cosmon can
give rise to the formation of dense non-linear neutrino lumps [186,188–194,222–224]. The
formation of these objects is conceptually similar to that of gravitational structures, being the
main differences associated to the field dependent mass m(φ), which varies both in space
and time. The impact of neutrino lumps on large scales depends crucially on the presence
or absence of a variation of the effective coupling (90). In the constant coupling model, the
instabilities are resolved by the formation of sizable stable lumps typically exceeding the
size of large galaxy clusters. The associated backreaction effects lead to the suppression of
the (averaged) energy-momentum trace in Equation (91), weakening the deceleration of
the cosmon field and making it difficult to obtain a realistic cosmology [193]. This is due to
two effects: (i) the acceleration of neutrinos during collapse, which tends to make them
relativistic close to the center of the lumps and (ii) the local negative value of the cosmon
perturbation δφ within the lumps, which leads to neutrino masses mψ(φ̄ + δφ) smaller than
expected from the average field φ̄ [190]. On the other hand, phenomenologically viable
scenarios for variable β and small neutrino masses seem a priori plausible [194].
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5.1.2. Primordial Structure Formation

The potential existence of an additional force stronger than gravity in coupled quintess-
ence scenarios opens the possibility of inducing structure formation even in a radiation
dominated epoch in which the standard gravitational collapse is inefficient. To this end,
the fermion field ψ must be identified with a beyond the Standard Model particle playing
the role of dark matter and becoming non-relativistic prior to matter-radiation equality. As
shown in Refs. [125,175,210,211,217,225], for constant 4 β� 1 and subleading fermion and
cosmon components, this scenario admits a scaling solution during radiation domination
in which the mass of the fermion decreases with time, mψ ∼ a−1, and

φ′ =
MP
β

, Ωψ =
1

3β2 , Ωφ =
1

6β2 , ΩR = 1− 1
2β2 , (95)

with Ωψ, Ωφ, ΩR the energy density parameters of the φ, ψ and radiation fluids. In the
absence of shear or rotational components in the initial velocity field, the density contrast
of the ψ field satisfies approximately [175,210,211,217]

δ′′ψ − δ′ψ − (1 + δψ)δψ −
4
3

δ′2ψ
(1 + δψ)

= 0 . (96)

At early times, this differential equation admits a linearized solution [175,210,211,217,225]

δψ = δψ,in

(
a

ain

)p
, p =

1
2

(
1 +
√

5
)

, (97)

with ain the scale factor at the onset of the scaling regime and δψ,in an initial value for the
fluctuations which should be determined by requiring compatibility with CMB observa-
tions [217].

Depending on the velocity distribution, the rapid growth (97) can lead to the produc-
tion of primordial black holes [217] or virialized halos which could dominate the dark
matter content of the Universe while passing the stringent microlensing constraints and
cosmic microwave background energy injection bounds [221]. The formation process of
primordial dark matter halos assumes the onset of a screening mechanism at the time of
formation. The analysis of this stage is, however, complicated due to the highly non-linear
and strong coupling regime of the problem at hand. In particular, most of the equations
cannot be consistently linearized without leading to an unbounded growth of perturbations
that becomes unphysical at late times. On top of that, the treatment implicitly neglects
spatial density and temperature distributions and the potential existence of smaller halos
inside larger halos. Consequently, the stability of the lumps can be most probably addressed
via N-body simulations only. If screening turns out to be inefficient, the long-range forces
could potentially cause the emission of scalar waves by accelerated particles, dissipating
energy from a halo and making it collapse into black holes [219].

5.2. Hubble-Induced Phase Transitions

In this section we present the phenomenology associated to the interplay between
non-minimally coupled spectator fields and a period of kination. Before going into the
details, it is worth to discuss the generality of this scenario. On the one hand, non-minimal
couplings to gravity are to be expected from quantum field theory calculations on curved
space-times [104]. On the other, it is also natural to consider the spectator field to be massive
and/or self interacting, including potentially higher-order operators as those generically
expected in effective field theories not involving shift symmetry. Additionally, the scalar
field could display additional global or local symmetries, being the former potentially
broken by gravity [226]. As we shall see, the combination of a long lasting period of kination
with the ingredients above leads unavoidably to the spontaneous breaking of the internal
symmetry of the spectator field when the background transitions from inflation to kination.
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This Hubble-induced spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) has been considered in the
literature as a heating mechanism [101–103,227,228] but also in the context of gravitational
waves production [80], Affleck-Dine baryogenesis [54] and dark matter [229–231].

5.2.1. Spectator Field Dynamics

To discuss the dynamics of Hubble-induced phase transitions, let us a consider a
canonical quintessential scenario like the one in Section 2 supplemented with an exemplary
action

Sχ =
∫

d4x
√
−g
[
−1

2
gµν∂µχ∂νχ− 1

2

(
m2

χ + ξR
)

χ2 −V(χ)

]
(98)

for an energetically-subdominant and non-minimally coupled spectator field χ with bare
mass mχ and self-interaction potential

V(χ) =
λ

2n
χ2n

Λ2n−4 , (99)

with λ a dimensionless coupling constant and Λ an UV suppression scale. For the sake of
simplicity we have assumed the spectator field to be real and imposed a discrete Z2 sym-
metry. These restrictions will not play, however, a key role in the following developments,
being the phenomenology presented below easily extendable to more general settings and
symmetry groups.

From the point of view of the spectator field, the only relevant aspect of the cosmon
evolution is the transition from inflation to kinetic domination, with the correspondent
change in the equation-of-state parameter from w = −1 to w = +1. During inflation
(w = 1, R = 12H2) the effective square mass of the χ field is large and positive for
sufficiently big non-minimal couplings, ξ & 1/12, locking it at the origin potential and
preventing the generation of sizeable isocurvature perturbations in potential conflict with
CMB constraints [4]. However, as soon as the background evolution changes from inflation
to kination (w = 1, R = −6H2), the origin of the potential becomes a local maximum for
small bare masses m2

χ < 6ξR, forcing the spectator field to evolve towards the new time-
dependent minima appearing at large field values 5. A cartoon evolution of the spectator
field dynamics during inflation and kination is pictured in Figure 5.

The transition between the inflationary and kinetic dominated epochs depends on the
details of the quintessential inflation potential. If it occurs rapidly, the phase transition can
be taken to be almost instantaneous. In other words, the spectator field is not moving away
from the inflationary minimum while the potential is changing from the unbroken to the
broken phase form. This is typically the situation realized in quintessential inflationary
scenarios, where the cosmon potential at the end of inflation is steep. Another important
aspect to keep in mind is that the background evolution is assumed to be homogeneous, and
hence the transition occurs at the same time everywhere 6. Then, at the time of symmetry
breaking the field has zero mean 〈χ〉 = 0 and a certain variance 〈χ2〉 dictated by vacuum
fluctuations. During the broken phase, the effective mass is negative and the system
undergoes a stage of tachyonic or spinodal instability, which rapidly amplifies the quantum
fluctuations while keeping their zero average value. In particular, the symmetry breaking
process is local and any vacua or direction to it is equally probable. Then, the averaged
value of the scalar field over scales much larger than the correlation length must identically
vanish. This crucial observation implies that any description in terms of a homogeneous
spectator field rolling down a potential is inaccurate to start with [103,232–234]. This has
two major implications. First, the dynamics of the scalar field leads to the generation of
temporary topological defects. Second, the energy in gradients is non-negligible and the
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virialization of the system leads to an asymptotic equation-of-state parameter w = 1/3,
regardless of the specific self-interaction potential (99).

|χmin| = H

(
6ξ −m2

χ/H2

λ

) 1
2(n−1)(Λ

H

) n−2
n−1

. (100)

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the evolution of the spectator field fluctuations during inflation
and kination. During inflation the field distribution sits at the minimum of the effective potential.
The internal symmetry of the field is, however, spontaneously broken at the onset of kination, forcing
the field distribution to evolve towards two new minima appearing at large field values. Due to the
time-dependence of the potential, the distribution is not trapped there, but rather oscillates with a
bi-modal pattern around the origin.

The tachyonic instability, which can be significantly long lasting since the new minima
of the effective potential can be quite displaced from the origin and the kination period
can last many e-folds, ends when the effective mass of the χ field turns positive. This can
occur at the onset of radiation domination, where R ' 0, or be induced by the higher-order
corrections or the bare mass parameter in Equation (98), provided that these overcome the
Ricci scalar contribution at a given time. At this point, the stability is fully restored and
the origin becomes again the true minimum of the potential. However, as we shall see
below, there is still the possibility that the symmetry restoration is only effectively realized.
This peculiar characteristic of Hubble-induced phase transitions occurs when the energy
lost by the spectator field in one oscillation is smaller than the flattening of the effective
potential minimum, a quantity that can be easily inferred from Equation (100). In this
case, the field distribution is able to pass back the origin of the potential, giving rise to an
interacting bimodal distribution that oscillates around it. The other possibility is that the
field radiates enough energy as to get trapped in the new minima of the potential at a given
time, tracking their subsequent evolution and giving rise to more standard topological
defects with time-dependent tension and width [80]. This interesting scenario could be
realized, for instance, if the spectator field is allowed to decay into other species or if the
effective friction experienced by it is somehow enhanced.
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To quantify the above qualitative description, we can rewrite the action (98) in terms
of the coordinates and field variables in (34), getting

Sχ =
∫

d3y dz
[

1
2
(Y′)2 − 1

2
|∇Y|2 + 1

2
M2(z)Y2 − λeff

2n
Y2n
]

, (101)

where the prime denotes derivative with respect to the conformal time z,

M2(z) = (4ν2 − 1)H2 , λeff =
(χ∗

Λ
akin

a

)2n−4
, (102)

and
ν =

√
3ξ/2 , H(z) =

1
2(z + ν)

, H′ = −2H2 , (103)

with the last relation holding during kination. At the onset of this expansion epoch, the
spectator field is close to the origin and the higher-order terms in the potential can be safely
neglected. This means that the early dynamics of the system can be well described in terms
of a free scalar field with a time dependent mass M2(z) and, therefore, exactly solved, as we
discussed in Heating. In fact, in terms of the dimensionless Fourier mode κ in Equation (34),
the problem reduces to find the solutions of the Schrödinger-like differential equation

f ′′κ + ω2
κ(z) fκ = 0 , ω2

κ = κ2 −M2(z) , (104)

for the mode function fκ with standard vacuum initial conditions fκ(0) = 1/
√

2κ and
f ′κ(0) = −i

√
κ/2. The detailed quantization of the system follows closely the treatment

of Refs. [48,49,235,236] and it is detailed for the present case in Ref. [234]. The tachyonic
instability induced by kinetic domination amplifies all subhorizon modes within the time-
dependent window κmin(z) and κmax(z), where

κmin = H(z) , κmax = (4ν2 − 1)1/2κmin . (105)

The copious production of these modes translates eventually into a quantum-to-class-
ical transition [47–51], meaning that the properties of the system can be well-approximated
by those of a classical random field [103,234]. In particular, the above system can be solved
in terms of Bessel’s functions,

fκ(z) =
√

z + ν[AκJν(κ(z + u))− BκYν(κ(z + ν))] , (106)

with Aκ and Bκ κ-dependent coefficients determined by the aforementioned initial condi-
tions. As shown in Figure 6, the modes that belongs to the unstable region are exponentially
amplified. Moreover, one can show that the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in Fourier
space can be written as [47–51,103,234]

∆Y2
κ ∆Π2

κ = |Fκ(z)|2 +
1
4
≥ 1

4

∣∣∣〈[Yκ(z), Π†
κ(z)]〉

∣∣∣2 , (107)

with
Fκ(z) = Re( f ∗κ f ′κ) , (108)

and the square brackets denoting the anticommutation of the corresponding variables. It is
then clear that for |Fκ | � 1, the ordering of the operators becomes negligible, as expected
for a classical system.
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Figure 6. The functions | fκ | (top) and |Fκ | (right) evaluated at different conformal times z. The shaded
region corresponds to momenta outside the initial amplification band κ > κ(z = 0). The dashed
vertical lines corresponds to the time dependent amplification band (105) at the given times.

The above description ceases to be valid as soon as non-linearities kick in. At that
moment, in order to properly account for the complete dynamics in the evolution equation

Y′′ −∇2Y−M2(z)Y + λeffY2n−1 = 0 , (109)

one needs to resort to numerical simulations. Such simulations have been carried out in
Ref. [103] for quartic (n = 4, λeff = λ) and sextic potentials (n = 6, λeff = λ(χ∗/Λ akin/a)4).
Despite the complexity of the non-linear physics involved, it is still possible to picture the
evolution during the broken phase in rather simple terms. As soon as the relevant scales can
be treated classically, the field value moves locally towards the new minima, where locally
means that the field spatial distribution will look homogeneous on scales smaller than the
correlation length κ∗ =

√
ν + 1H(z) [234]. This is exactly what is shown in the first three

panels of Figure 7, where we display a few two-dimensional snapshots of the simulation
ran in Ref. [103] for a quartic potential 7. The first box shows the initial classicalized
configuration, with the spectator field still very close to the vacuum initial conditions. The
second to fourth boxes display the displacement of the spectator field from the origin,
growing in amplitude and generating a rather inhomogeneous distribution. Since we are
considering a Z2 symmetric field, this implies the formation of regions of positive and
negative field values separated by domain wall configurations. It is worth noticing that the
characteristic scale of the inhomogeneity decreases with time. In particular, the profile of
the inhomogeneities is smoother when the field rolls towards the broken phase minima,
while it becomes more jagged in the subsequent evolution. This is due to the fact that after
the field distribution reaches a minimum and bounces back, it is able to cross the origin
towards the opposite minimum. Hence, the spectator field is effectively oscillating in a
quartic potential, permitting energy exchange and making the oscillating defects fragment,
while they diminish in amplitude and size. Despite this, the energy stored in the gradients
of the spectator field is not decreasing with time and it represents a non-negligible fraction
of the total field energy density for the total duration of the simulation. This confirms the
idea that the Hubble-induced symmetry breaking is an inherently inhomogeneous process.
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Figure 7. Spectator field growth for the benchmark point ν = 10, λ = 10−4. We display 2-dimensional
sections of a fraction V/8 of the 3-dimensional simulation volume V at times z = 5, 10, 15, 60, with
the z-axis indicating the corresponding field value at each point in this surface. The black segment in
the second panel indicates the typical scale of the highest peaks (Images from [103]).

5.2.2. Applications

In this last part of the manuscript, we will focus on the expected phenomenology of
the above scenario. In particular, we will describe the consequences of inhomogeneities and
review some new aspects to be expected when changing the symmetry group or applying
this mechanism to dark matter.

Heating

The fast amplification of the the spectator field fluctuations triggered by the Hubble-
induced SSB plays an important role when it comes to the heating of the Universe. This can
be understood by realizing that the effect of the non-minimal coupling decreases with time,
eventually becoming negligible in the determination of the spectator field dynamics. From
there on, the field behaves almost as if it were minimally coupled to gravity. In particular,
it will tend to virialize, achieving an equation-of-state parameter asymptotically close to the
radiation value w = 1/3. In fact, for monomial potentials like the ones under consideration,
the equations-of-state parameter can be written as [237,238]

wχ =
1
3
+

2
3

(n− 2)
(n + 1) + 〈(∇χ/a)2〉/〈V〉 , (110)
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showing clearly that the field will behave as a radiation component provided that the
gradients dominate over the potential and independently of the specific higher-order
operators involved. For illustration purposes, we display in Figure 8 the time evolution of
the equation-of-state parameter for quartic and sextic potentials. It is worth stressing that
if one were to consider the spectator field as a homogeneous condensate the equation of
state would be that of radiation only for the first potential, taking the value w = 1/2 for the
sextic one. This crucial difference remarks how crucial inhomogeneities are in the context
of SSB.
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Figure 8. (Left) Evolution of the volume and time averaged equation-of-state parameter (110) for a
quartic potential. (Right) Evolution of the same quantity for a sextic potential. The red horizontal
line corresponds to the radiation value 1/3 while the blue line corresponds to the value 1/2 (Images
credit [103]).

Another important aspect to keep in mind is that tachyonic instability only amplifies
IR modes thus generating an initially far-from-thermal spectrum, as that displayed in
Figure 9. However, the subsequent turbulent evolution of the system induces a slow shift
of the spectral peak, which moves gradually towards the UV, leading to eventually a
close-to-thermal distribution [106,107].
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Figure 9. Time evolution of the occupation numbers for ν = 10 and λ = 10−4. Different colors
correspond to different times, as indicated in the figure (Image credit [103]).

When combined with the fast dilution of the background component discussed in
Section 2, this implies that the spectator field will eventually become dominant, starting
an epoch of radiation domination and setting the conditions for the onset of the hBB
era. Of course, much still remains to be said about this process. One might add, for in-
stance, direct interactions between the spectator field and fermions, like in other heating
mechanisms [96,97,239–243], or consider this radiation component as an inert, subdomi-
nant and extra radiation contribution (obviously satisfying all observational bounds). Also,
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if a significant bare mass parameter is allowed, the field could eventually oscillate around a
quadratic potential, possibly behaving as dark matter (see below).

Gravitational Waves

Another interesting phenomenological aspect related to the presence of defects and
inhomogeneities is the associated emission of gravitational waves. Since the distribution of
the spectator field after the Hubble-induced phase transition is highly inhomogeneous, the
transverse traceless part of its energy momentum tensor will generically be non-vanishing,
hence providing a source for GW emission. The production of these tensor modes due
Kähler-induced potentials has been considered in supersymmetric extensions of the Stan-
dard Model [244] and applied to the present Ricci-based scenario in Ref. [80] for a U(1)
symmetric spectator field. Although the generation of gravitational waves from topological
defects is a very well-known phenomenon [245–247], the mechanism at hand possesses
striking differences. First, the defects will have a typical size proportional to the Hubble
rateH, which makes them ‘fat’, as in the context of axion dark matter [248,249], and with a
time-dependent tension and width, meaning that an exact scaling regime [250,251] is never
achieved. Second, the energy density in GW will be naturally amplified during kinetic
domination. Although the precise relevance of these phenomena will ultimately depend on
the parameters of the model, they represent nonetheless a generic feature of it, potentially
within the reach of forthcoming observational campaigns [252,253], as shown explicitly in
Ref. [80]. Interestingly, the obtained GW spectrum displays also a peaked structure, thus
easing its discrimination from foreground signals.

Baryogenesis

The observed asymmetry between matter and anti-matter in the Universe remains
one of the biggest mysteries in particle physics. Even if the Standard Model could a priori
produce a baryonic asymmetry during the electroweak phase transition [254], the resulting
value turns out too small as compared with observations. Traditionally, the amount of
asymmetry is encoded in the baryon-to-entropy ratio

YB ≡
nB
s

= (0.861± 0.008)× 10−10 , (111)

where nB = nb − nb̄ being nb(b̄) the number density of (anti)baryons. One of the most
successful proposals to explain this small value of this quantity is the so-called Affleck-Dine
mechanism [255,256], which makes use of a gravity-induced SSB during inflation. Inter-
estingly enough, Hubble-induced phase transitions are able to prompt a post-inflationary
Affleck-Dine asymmetry generation if the spectator field χ is charged under a weakly-
broken B− L symmetry [54]. In particular, the change of sign of the Ricci scalar at the onset
of kinetic domination breaks spontaneously the U(1)B−L symmetry, making the complex
spectator field roll towards the new vacuum manifold of the potential with a certain phase
that, at each space point, takes a random value. The additional explicit symmetry breaking
requirement provides the charge non-conservation. In the polar representation, χ = 1√

2
ρeiθ ,

the associated symmetry-breaking operators adding to the potential 8 (99) can be written as

δV = −ε0Λ4−2nρ2nF(θ, θ0) , (112)

with ε0 and θ0 the amplitude and phase of a complex symmetry-breaking coefficient
ε = ε0eiθ0 . A net amount of particles over anti-particles can then be produced

a3nB−L(t) = qε0Λ4−2n
∫ t

dt a3(t)ρ2nF′(θ, θ0) , (113)

where the prime stands here for a derivative with respect to the phase θ and nB−L = qρ2θ̇
is the B− L current, being q the associated charge. The quantity nB−L keeps growing until
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the symmetry is restored. In the case of a quartic operator, corresponding to n = 2, the
produced asymmetry is estimated to be [54]

YB−L
10 GeV

=

(
Θ

10−4

)3/2 Hkin

107 GeV
, (114)

with Θ the heating efficiency defined in Equation (29). As this point, it is important to
emphasize a fundamental limitation of the procedure. The net baryonic excess (114) is local,
and, therefore, the cosmological evolution will put in causal contact patches with different
phase values, leading to a net zero charge on large scales! Albeit not usually emphasized,
this problem is common to other post-inflationary mechanisms for the generation of baryon
asymmetry, as those considered, for instance, in Refs. [257,258]. A possible way out is to
consider a biased minimum, so that the potential is tilted and a unique global minimum
exists, see e.g., [259–261]. Then, even if initially all spectator phases are equally probable,
the dynamical evolution will generate a flux towards the true minimum, thus producing a
net global asymmetry [54].

Dark Matter

The Hubble-induced SSB has also been explored in the context of primordial dark
matter production [229–231,262]. In particular, Ref. [229] studied the super-Hubble cre-
ation of particles 9 when the post-inflationary Ricci scalar can take negative values. This
mechanism was also combined there with a post-inflationary period of kination. By solving
the equation for the spectator field (109) at one loop precision, it is found a dark matter
abundance

Ωχh2 = 0.078β3/4
( m

GeV

)( Hrad

1013GeV

)3/2( 100
g∗,rad

)1/4
. (115)

Here β is an O(1) parameter for ξ . 10 representing the energy density of the
produced χ quanta in units of Hkin. m is the dark matter bare mass parameter whose value
is a priory free. However, upper bounds on the cross section for dark matter interactions
obtained from galaxy clusters collisions impose the constraint

m
GeV

> 0.027λ2/3 . (116)

This bound is more constraining for larger values of Hkin and λ. However, even when
these restrictions are combined with the requirement of avoiding dark matter overproduc-
tion, one still finds the very broad range of allowed dark matter masses keV < m < 104

GeV [229].

6. Discussion and Outlook

Inflation and dark energy are usually understood as two independent epochs in the
expansion history of the Universe. In this review, we have described how these accelerated
expansion eras can be unified into a quintessential inflation framework in which a single
degree of freedom, the cosmon, plays simultaneously the role of the inflaton and of the
quintessence field.

The naturalness of quintessential inflation is intimately related to its embedding in
a fundamental framework able to produce a large hierarchy of scales without involving
unacceptable finetunings. Natural realizations might appear, for instance, in variable
gravity scenarios involving UV and IR fixed points where scale symmetry is manifestly
realized. On top of that, this paradigm should provide a graceful solution to the “why now”
problem, potentially associated with some physical mechanism. In this respect, scaling
solutions are able to provide a dark energy density comparable to the dominant matter
content in the Universe for an extended period of time, reducing with it the tuning on the
initial conditions. A suitable clock signalling the end of this scaling regime is naturally
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provided by neutrinos, which for sub-eV masses becomes non-relativistic around the same
time in which dark energy should start to be dominant.

Probably, the most distinctive phenomenology of quintessential inflation is associated
to the unavoidable kinetic dominated regime. This unusual stage induces a relative am-
plification of all radiation and matter components in the Universe, including the products
resulting from the heating stage and any stochastic background of gravitational waves
of primordial origin. This can be used to put constraints on some of the theory defining
parameters. For instance, the compatibility of the primordial tensor perturbations with BBN
imposes bounds on the inflationary scale and the duration of kination, or equivalently, on
the efficiency of the heating stage. Additional constraints on these quantities could follow
from the spontaneous symmetry of internal symmetries of fields non-minimally coupled
to gravity and the associated gravitational wave production. In this review we have dis-
cussed the Hubble-induced symmetry breaking of two specific symmetries, namely a global
U(1) and a discrete Z2. However, it is worth stressing that this mechanism applies to any
symmetry group, provided the appearance of a time-dependent negative mass parameter
in the effective potential leading to new minima with a non-trivial topological structure.
Furthermore, the expansion rate may also affect a plethora of particle physics processes in
the very early Universe, from the generation of the matter-antimatter asymmetry to the
abundance of dark matter relics.
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Appendix A. Frame-Invariant Formulation of Inflation

In this Appendix, we summarize the frame-invariant formulation of inflation in
Refs. [134,264], to which refer the reader for further details.

The variation of the action (73) with respect to the FLRW metric and the scalar field ϕ
provides respectively the Friedmann equations [264],

H2 =
f U
3

(
1− εH

3
+

5 κH
3

+
θH
3

)−1
, εH + κH − θH =

kϕ̇2

2H2 f
, (A1)

and the Klein-Gordon equation

ϕ̈ + (3 + σH)H ϕ̇ +
f 3

E
U,ϕ = 0 , (A2)

with
E ≡ k f +

3
2

f 2
,ϕ , U ≡ V

f 2 . (A3)
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The quantities

εH ≡ −
Ḣ
H2 , κH ≡

1
2

ḟ
H f

, σH ≡
1
2

Ė
HE

, θH ≡
1
2

f̈
H2 f

, (A4)

in these expressions can be understood as a generalization of Hubble slow-roll parameters.
Assuming these to be small during the inflationary stage, we can rewrite Equations (A1)
and (A2) as

H2 ' f U
3

, 3H ϕ̇ ' − f 3

E
U,ϕ , (A5)

and compute the scalar and tensor power spectra

Ps ≈ k3

24π2
U

εU + κU
, Pt ≈

2k3

3π2 U , (A6)

and the associated spectral tilt and tensor-to-scalar ratio,

1− ns = 4εU + 2(σU − δU − κU) , r = 16(εU + κU) , (A7)

with

εU ≡ 1
2

f U,ϕ( f U),ϕ

EU2 , δU ≡
1
2

f U,ϕ( f U),ϕ

EU2 +

(
f 2U,ϕ

EU

)
,ϕ

, (A8)

κU ≡ − f,ϕ

2
f U,ϕ

EU
, σU ≡ −

1
2

E,ϕ

E2
f 2U,ϕ

U
, (A9)

the generalization of the potential slow-roll parameters. These expressions are intended to
be evaluated at a number of e-folds N =

∫
H dt, computed out of Equation (A5),

N(ϕ) = −
∫ ϕend

ϕ
dϕ′

E(ϕ′)
f (ϕ′)2

U(ϕ′)
U(ϕ′),ϕ′

, (A10)

with ϕend the value of ϕ at the end of inflation, determined by a frame-invariant general-
ization of the standard condition εU = 1,

max(εU + κU , |εU + δU + 4κU − σU |) = 1 . (A11)

Note that, at the leading order in the slow-roll approximation, the inflationary ob-
servables are invariant under the separate action of conformal transformations and field
reparametrizations even if the slow-roll parameters are themselves transformed, i.e.,
ñs(ϕ̃) = ns(ϕ), r̃(ϕ̃) = r(ϕ). Also, as written in Equation (A10), the number of e-folds
is invariant under frame transformations. Consequently, we have ñs(Ñ) = ns(N) and
r̃(Ñ) = r(N).

Appendix B. A Workout Example of Crossover Regime

For illustration purposes, we present here a specific flow equation smoothly interpolat-
ing between the fixed points considered in the main text and allowing for explicit analytical
solutions,

µ ∂µ ln B =
κ σB

σ + κ B1/α
. (A12)

Using Equation (A10) we get

B(N̄) =
{σ

κ
W
[ κ

σ

(
Bend e2κN̄

)p]}1/p
, (A13)
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with

N̄ = N + cp , c ≡ Bend

( α

2σ

) 1
p . (A14)

The above expression can be alternatively written as

B(N̄) = Bend

{(
1

2 κ p cp

)
W
[
2 κ p cp e2 κ p N̄

]}1/p

. (A15)

The associated form B(ϕ) can be trivially computed out of this expression through the
relation

∂ ln ϕ

∂N
= − 2

B
, (A16)

getting

ln

(
ϕ

m e−
1
σ

1
1−q

)σ

=
σ

κ
(B−1) +

(B−1)1−q

1− q
, (A17)

where we have chosen the integration constant as C = m e−
1
σ

α
α−1 . This can be alternatively

written as
ln
( ϕ

m

)σ
=

σ

κ
(B−1) + lnq B−1 , (A18)

with

lnq x =


ln x if x > 0 & q = 1 ,
x1−q−1

1−q if x > 0 & q 6= 1 ,

undefined if x ≤ 0 ,

(A19)

the so-called q-logarithm function used by Tsallis in non-extensive statistical mechan-
ics [265]. This function is related to the q-exponential

ex
q =


ex if q = 1 ,
(1 + (1− q)x)1/(1−q) if q 6= 1 , & 1 + (1− q)x ≥ 0 ,
0 if q 6= 1 , & 1 + (1− q)x < 0 ,

(A20)

(such that expq(lnq x) = x and lnq(expq x) = x) and to the Lambert-Tsallis function, defined
as [265]

Wq(x)eWq(x) = x , (A21)

and satisfying [265]
Wq(x) = lnq x−q lnWq(x) , (A22)

with
a−q b =

a− b
1 + (1− q)b

. (A23)

In general, Equation (A18) cannot be inverted. However, some solutions can be found
for specific values of α, namely

α = 1/2 , B(ϕ) =
1
2

(
1− log

( ϕ

m

)σ)
+

√
σ

κ
+

1
4

(
1− log

( ϕ

m

)σ)2
, (A24)

α = 1 , B(ϕ) =
κ

σ
W−1

[σ

κ

( ϕ

m

)σ]
, (A25)

α = 2 , B(ϕ) =

1 +
√

1 + σ
κ (2 + ln

( ϕ
m
)σ
)

2 + ln
( ϕ

m
)σ

2

. (A26)

The cosmological evolution following from the α = 1 case has been carefully analyzed
in Ref. [39], where we refer the interested reader for further details.
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Notes
1 Improved results accounting for Ωφ as a perturbation to the zeroth-order solution can be found in Ref. [124].
2 Ways of avoiding these constraints include symmetry principles as scale symmetry [152–154] and screening mechanisms (see

e.g., [172–174] and references therein).
3 The fermionic nature of the matter field is chosen purely for illustration purposes. For multifield generalizations and disformal

couplings to matter, see, for instance, Refs. [205–207].
4 See Refs. [218–220] for related settings with variable β.
5 Notice that this holds even if the potential is a sum of monomials with positive coefficients. The inclusion of negative coefficients

in the power series could give rise, however, to the appearance of new local or global minima.
6 Alternative pictures involving first-order phase transitions could appear in the presence of multiple higher-dimensional operators

with positive and negative coefficients.
7 Movies covering the whole simulation are available at https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLl1K9-81ct6yHh6boyTiZAfNv_

zlwux7- (accessed on 21 December 2021).
8 Notice that since here the symmetry is U(1) one needs to replace in the action (98) the real scalar field by a complex one, i.e.,

χ2 → |χ|2 = χχ∗, being χ∗ the complex conjugate of χ.
9 Notice that this does not violate causality as long as it is sub-horizon, meaning by this that no modes smaller than the inflationary

particle horizon are considered [263].
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